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\AP70=ICPc " V:arvINC ANT) DIVISIVE FORCE-

by Gary L. Garr3on.

INTRODUCTION

The increased recognition of lhnguage as a salient

. component of political, social, and educational issues has

given rise to the study of the role of language by other than

linguists - sociologists, economists, and political scientists.

(1) These scholars, as J.J. Comperz states, "are interested

in language data as they contribute to the solution of problems
4

already posed by the academic dialogue .in their own disciplines".

(2)

J

The present essay uses statements about the Arabic

language made by a small\portion of its speakers in order to

construct a picture of the roles of Arabic within* its speech

area and of the issues connected to these roles which may have

social. consequences. It is an attempt to arrive at a tentative

typology characterizing the role of the Arabic language as a

unifying or divisive force within and among the countries in

which it is spoken aS a native language). (3) It will also try

to describe the types of Attachment individuals and groups have

for the language. Both the kind of attachment people have for

their language and the role which that language plays in uniting or

dividing Vie population of a particular nation or group of nations

are viewed herein as elements of knowledge necessary for persons

investigating language use and policy within that state. Whether

studying the history of past policy and use or planning policies
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which will result in new uses of the language or in a new or

changed language, both the subjective relationship between a

language and those who speak it as well as a more, objective

assessment of the role of the language in a society are necessary

components of the total situation.

To the extent that this analysis is a tentative classi-
-.

ficatfon which uses only written evidencedrom a small groUp of

intellectuals it is incomplete. However, it is meant to form

one segment of the

in the educational

beginning

system of

such is designed to generate

of the study of the language policy

the Arab Republic of Egypt and as

hypotheses relevant to this planned

investigation as well as-tal;ovide a descriptive background to

it.

In studying characteristics of languages and their

speakers which may have relevance for policy studies, attention

has been focused on the distribution of languages among the

populations of multilingual states and the. status and power

which accrues to an ethnic 'group by virtue, of its knowledge

of a' particular language or languages. Groups who do not speak

the privileged language may be excluded frot the power and
4

rewards either explicitly because of their membership in a Certain

ethnic-linguistic group or because they are discriminated against

in access to education or jobs because they do not possess the

requisite language skills (and they probably never will if

5
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the discrimination continues). ThUs the monolingual Quechua-

speaking population of Peru are denied participation in the

Spanish-speaking national culture of Peru because they do not

speak Spanish (among other reasons). (4) The choice of a

national language ifrom among one of several indigenous tongues

can be relatively well atcepted, as in Tanzania, (5) or

fiercely opposed for years, as in India. (6) Even where

-efforts are made to satisfy two or more ethnic-linguistic

groups by making two languages the co-equal national

languages of a country, lack of conflict over the language

question is not assured, e.A., the Quebec separatist movement

(only partially a language issue), or the resighation of a'

Belgian premier for his failure to find a solution to the

French-Flemish language dispute.

/'

All of the above(situations -have at least one over-

riding characteristic/in common - within a country, the choice

or use of a cert language or languages to the exclusion of

others is im rtant for the maintenance or creation of social,

politic or linguistic unity or diversity within that country.

chever of these goals is most desired in pursuit of'a set, of

national goals, the consequences of the choice of languages to

be employed within the country cannot le overlooked. If those

who make the decision as to the choice of language to be used

in the media, edUcation, the civil service, or the armed forces

or to be used in dealing with other states are to decide wisely,

they must have estimates of the potential unity or diversity a

particular policy choice will lead to. 6
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In this paper the Writer will be searching for elements

of unity and diversity within a speech community which are

created or supported by the use of a single language. By

concentrating upon a single language rather than a single

country in which there may besev.eral language combinations

contributing to unity or diversity a step can be made toward

the description and analysis of a monolingual speech community

using the same framework that is usually applied to a multi-

lingual community.4 In addition, the unity-diverSity model

th
applied to a monolingual community will allow us to j.dentify

divisions within this community, divisions which have often

been overlooked because it was assumed that a monolingual

community was "unified". The assumption that monolingualism°

and political and social unity were correlated has been pre-

dicated by the belief on the pary/of sociolinguists that

.language was not an issue. in a monolingual community, especially.

if the members of the community were all of one ethnic or

religious group. The Arabs have been considered a., single

ethnic group united with respect to language, religion,

culture and race by sociolinguist 7) This oversimplification

has ignored and obscured differences among Arabic speakers based

on social class and economic and educational characteristics

which can be phrased in terms of language differences, (8)

4

7
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The statement about the role of Arabic (9) in the some

20 countries where the classidal form is prescribed as the

language ,of ,the media and the colloquial form used as the first-

spoken language of between 48% and 98% of the population in

- each country have been taken largely from a review of the

writings of Arab intellectuals wh9 have specifically dealt

with the role or structure (10) .ct Arabic. We cannot claim

that they represent the cross-section of public opinion on

language issues in the Arab World, but we can attest to the_

fact that the issues they describe as,salient with regard to

the Arabic language are still alive today, whether the writings

are 70 or 10 years old.

ARABIC AS A UNIFYING FORCE

Within this classification the form of Arabic which will

be referred to is "classical" or "modern literary" Arabic -

according to the prevailing norm the written and read form of

the Arabic language which is a learnedlanguage not spoken

spontaneously in its normatively prescribed pure form by

anyone except perhaps religious scholars.

it
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Arabic. as a Sacred Tongue,

The identification of the, Arabic language with Islam

is usually the first charaCteristic of the language to be

menti ned by writers. The spread of Islam and of Arabic

have been intimately connected because Arabic.is the language

of the irst Muslims as wellas of the Qur'an. The Umayyid .

dynasty Spread Arabic while spreading Islam, "leaving the

language to conquer the tongues of peoples as the religion

conquered their hearts and souls". (11)

Islam and Arabic are probably more closely related.

than any other religion is to a single language in that all

religious literature is written in Arabic, all religious cere-

monies conducted in Arabic, and men of religion have traditionally

been the protectors and transmitters of this purest form of the

language, The Qur'an is the highest linguistic achievement

of the Arabic language and is the final authority on the language.

It is the direct work of God revealed through His Messenger

Mohammad in the Arabic language in a style comparable to no

other, a style which has formed the molitel for all writers to

emulate.' "It' is still impossible for any Arab to write with

no consideration for such grammatical, idiomatic, or stylistics

requireMents as are exemplified in the Qur'an without being

denounced as an ignorant or stupid person, if not as an



impudent abuser of the integrity of Arabic as well as of the

sacredness of the revealed word of God ". (12) 'Plie most Arabic

of all peoples were those whose Arabic most closely resembled

that of the Qur'an. (13)

"The Qur'an has saved the Arabic language from

disintegrating into a variety of local dialects, and thus

has preserved the. unity of thought and expression. In this

sense Islam belongs notonly to the Muslims but is the heritage

of the Christian Arabs as well" (14) Few writers mention the

status and use among Arab' Christian groups and individuals of

Arabic as a chur h language, but because it does not have the

same status as i Islam, it isdoubtful whether it functions

as a symbol of u ity in the same way. However, this fact does

not mean that_Arabic does not function as a symbol of unity for

Christians to the extent that they identify both the language and

.Islam as parts of an Arab cultural heritage.

The inevitably mutual relationship among the Arabic

language, Islam, and the practice of,the religion within the

culture prevents the neat classification of some characteristics

of the lianguage under a single heading of sacred or cultural.

Tbus, Satic"al-Husri, one of the -most prolific writers on Arab

10
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culture and nationalism in the twentieth century, gives in

eleplanation of the role of Arabic in promoting unity among

individuals which also suggests a very practical means by

utach" Arabic could have been spread over such wide area.

He says, "the recitation of the Qur'an was not e trusted to
\

the imams and preachers of the mosques alone.....rather, this

-,,(recitation) was imposed upon every Muslim man and woman." (15)

The daily participation of Muslims in prayer was a religious

duty which strengthened their attachment to the language of

prayer and required that every Muslim, even if he were illiterate,

know something of the pure language.

Arabic as a Cultural and Literary Tongue

There are a variety of opinions and observations included

under the unifying role of Arabic as a cultural and literary

tongue, ranging from broad statements about the emotional unity

which it promotes to statements about the simplicity and obvious

rationality of some asVOIcts of its internal structure. Darwish

al -Jun di assigns a cultural and intellectual role to Arabic:

"Tile Arabic language is a record of Arab creativity, a symbol

of their unity and the expression of their intellectual and

technical achievements. The Arabic language has displayed a

tremendous vitality in its meticulous structure, its wide
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elctension, and 4s flexilidlity, which has made it a good

vehicle for the transttlisSiOn of the arts'and sciences". '16)

We have already mentioned the establishment of the Qur'an

.as'the highest achievement of the literary at in Arabic and

the intimate relationshipamong language, religion, and culture
0

in the Arab World, It may have been this relationship as
,*),

\ .

well as the role which Arabic intellectuals played in creating ,

and preserving knowledge and transmitting it from the East to

the'West in the Middle Ages to which Edward Sapir referred

when he'Stated that Arabic was among only five languages

which Wave had "overwhelmini significance as carriers Of

culture". (17) One early, contemporary study of the role and

influence of Arabic.maintained a Whorfian-type view which

went beyond evert what Whorl himself would have asserted in

that it asserted that the Arabic language had an effect upon

the psychology of the Arabs as a whole, contributing to their

extremes of emotion and lack of organization. (18)

The triliteral root system W\Arabic with its methods.

of derivation of new forms 1sembling a mathematical fOrMula

is a characteristic of which Arab writers have justly,been

proud and which they are zeirktlito prOtect. The growth and

evolution of the langurige are likened to the growth and

evolution of a people or nation by one early Arab write. in

14
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that the language formed itself lut of its own.elements by

means of. derivation and by assimilation of non-Arabieelements.

(19)

4

The presence of a population which reads one language

allows for the dissemination of literary works and, written

and broadcast media over a wide area. Whatever thoir country

of origin, Arab writers and broadpasters can be assured of a

potential reading or listening audience in some 20 countries.

Among mother tongues only Spanish is similar in the number

of sovereign states which it encompasses. (20)

Arabic as a National Tongue

In our reference to Arabic as a national tongue the
\

term "national" is not confined to that geo-political unity

known as a nation -state but rathei encompasses all speakers

of Arabic - the Arab.natiotin its largest sense. The

sharing of a common rangUage brings peoples together insofar

as it is a common instrument of communication But it also

serves as an emotional rallying point as onej/of the primordial

sentiments which ge,to the very heart of deigning what and

who. is an Arab and the Arab would, Arab unity,'Arab brother-

.

hood, and Arai) nationalism:
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Th mpst succinct definition of who is an Arab is that

c he is someene who speaks Arabic and wants to be an Arab, (2 )
't

,

Granted that a person may not possess one or the other of

these characteristics .either by choiCe or by chance - for

example a tflird,generation emigrant may ,not speak Arabic

even though he still thinks of hitself as an Arab -.but //

lib

is. here that the

measurable common

.the point

tive and
f

7.
language was chosen as the olpec-

denominator, not some raclal or

ligious characteristic or participation in a common cause

/
/and history. The'strength-Of the idea of the wedding of

Arabic and Arabism is such that a previdusly mentioned writer

could intimately link the language with the psychology and

personality of the Arabs. Another writer puts the relation-

ship in even more extreme terms: "The important thing is
I

that we Utt the substance of our thinking in our Arabic

tongue. Th substance isithe fin al, Meaning from whit h our

human nature is composed. 'It is our very iftellect and spirit....

There is no existence to a thought which has .no, language ....

thus the form whiCh we give to this thought substance effect

this substance to a great extent. And ,from here, of course,1

man tends toward the nation which has established its languhge,

as his mother tong / n
. (22) The proof of such a series of

statements may be hard to substantiate, but it is also hard
i

to intuitively deny it. We can recognize the legitimacy of
. N, --..,..

feeling a bond between ourselves and others like us in some

respect and -for the common origins which we all share and

Which have formed us in some way, If language effects th

1 4
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thought processes of each individual in an area, it is a

logical step to admit that common values and beliefs will

be present among the population as a whole (although in the

expression of Arab nationalism, the functions of the unity

symbols are exalgerated, as in any nationalism): The _Arabic

language and its literary and artistic expredsions have been

said to have held the Arab countries together in the face of

Turkish, French, .1.10 British occupations. in a stronger and_

deeper union than-could any political union.' (23)

The above descriptions of the relationship between the
_...-----

individual and his language and among individualsvhciispeak
. _

.

the same language is inexactly stated and vague because it

has not been measured and it may be an impossible 'task to do

so4t4The unify of the language with time - that is, the changes

which Arabic has undergone over time so as to be adequate to

explain objects, actions, feelings, and relationships in

domains which did not-exis-C1400 or even 50 years ago - is

more easily measured,

.1

J

Arabic'aEJL2-2LITSMIJa2Me.1.2.9.

Earlier in this paper it was noted thgt the Qur'an is

considered to be the linguistic and literary ideal by Which

Arabic writing and speech has been measured. The sincerity of

16,
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this belief is not questioned. However, the agreement of that

belief with the reality of the structure of Arabic today is
4

questioned. No language can remain unchanged for 14 centuries

and still be adequate for everyday use. Because of Arab

expansion and foreign influences and the growth of cities,

new words and styles did come into the language either by- the

formation of compound words, the method of derivation, and

. the assimilation or Arabization of foreign words, e.g., the

use of tilifun for the word telephone. These changes were

largely unplanned and pragmatic in the sense that they filled

an immediate need for a word or ,phrase and, no one questioned

their authenticity. In the early part this century some

of these innovations began to be noted d questioned. At

the same time conscious attempts were ma eto simplify Arabic

grammar and addto its lexicon by the abOvfe means. Two

language academies were established, in DamascUb (1921) and

Cairo (1932) with the purpose of protectOg classical Arabic

from the colloquial forms and from its own archaism, preserving

the purity ot_the language (especially getting rid of borrowed

foreign terms), and adapting the language: to modern needs.(24)

These academies have issued decisions r4ar ing the use of

words, styles, grammar, and spelling, conic trated primarily

in scientific fields, where Arabic was 1eep tO be weakest with

regard to its power of description., 1

/

16 .1
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If decisions and word lists are a measure of change and

adaptation to modern demands, then Arabic can be said to be

r.."-----
making progress. However, the introduction of these decisions

and words into practical usage has not come about both because-

of the impotence of the academies to enforce their plans and

the refusal or reluctance of the public, the media, and the

governments who set up the academies to accept and supportithe

changes.. The conflicts regarding the future structure and

use of the Arabic language are probably the most lively and

alive issues which divide Arabic speakers today and ones which

effpt the other, less linguistic divisions found in the Arab

World.

ARABIC AS A DIVISIVE FORCE

Arabic as a divisive force is of interest to the planner on

two levels - first, in terms of the internal structure of the

language, and second, in terms of the sociolinguistics variables

associated with Arabic in its milieu. Here, linguistic and

sociolinguistic interests merge more explicitly in that vestions

of the reform of Arabic are not merely linguistic ones but

social ones having wider importance than many Arab linguists

are aware.
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Strictly speaking, the form of Arabic referred to in

this section is net the same as that of the previous section.

Whereas we were speaking about classical Arabic as a unify-

ing force,' we will be speaking about several forms of Arabic

as divisive forces. The classical is only one of them.

The three major divisions of the characterization

of Arabic as a divisive force within the language and within
a

the speech community with respeci to the language.concern 1)

the question, of how much the classical language should be re-

formed and what should be the bases of these reforms, 2) the

dispute over the use of colloquial Arabic versus classical

Arabic and 3) the question pf which colloquial dialect is

"best". .

ti

'TtaAftional Versus Reform Classical Arabic

The proponents of classical Arabic are divided into

two main groups - those who believe that the grammatical bases

of the language which were established by the ancient linguists

and by religious texts should ngt be tampered with but should

remain.as the yardstick by which any other changes are ma

in the'language, and those who believe that these bases w,re'

appropriate, as limits within which to organize the language

in past times but that new bases are needed upon which to

18
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organize and judge the language, bases which are appropriate

to the modern world, not to some past epoch. (25) The commonly/

stated goal of both groups is usually phrued in terms of the /

adaptation of Arabic to the needs of the Arabs today. Both

groups complain of the stagnation of the language and its

corrnption by non-Arabic elements and both say that new

L'e needed to bring the language back to what it .

should be.

Although the traditionalists give lip servi e to new

reforms they usually relapse into a standard conservative

position when they come to defining their program. This'plan

consists -of a selection of rules and examples from the Qur'an,

the Prophetic Traditions, early Arabic prose, and pre-Islamic

poetry, all of which are said to be unmarred by any corruption

:or deviation from these norms. (26)

The reformists are more selective and pragmatic in

choosing and applying rules of reform. The problems which they

define are those of simplif'cation and modernization of the

Arabic language - simplifi at ion of its grammar and spelling

and modernization of its voc bularyito include scientific and

technical terms not now found in Arabic. Although they are

more.open.to the use of-new techniques for reform such as

borrowing from other languages, the reformists, like the

\

19
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traditionalists, reject any use of the colloquial languages

as replacements for the classical and many refuse even to

recognize them as Arabic, reserving this term exclusively

for the classical language..

Among the reformists' aims is one of simplifying the

grammar and spelling of Arabic in order to make the language

easier to master for students as well as to enable the students

to more easily use the language effectively in the study of

other subjects. (27) It has been Said that the goal of Arab,

students is not t^ read in order to understand but to under-

stand in order to 1)P able to read, so difficult is Arabic

grammar. Ahmed Amin criticizes the continued use of one

element of grammar;.the itrab, or system of case endings,

saying that university grbduates who have studied gramm'ar

for nine years in primary and secondary schools have failed

to master the i'rab and can rarely write a page free of

grammatical errors. He continues, "This being the case with

broadly educated people who have read much by themselves and

written much, how then can we aspire to attain any convincing

results by spreading the instruction of the Arabic language

in lower social media . "(28) He advocates doing away

with case endings. Other more traditional reformers believe,

that a concerted effort to apply mod7rn methods of linguistics

and education could teach the habit of itrabtand thereby .

strengthen the language and its use.

GO
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Another reform position is that which combines. a

simplification of the classical grammar with the increased use

,of the classical language in its ?okeh form, (29) This

suggedtion would have the effect of prombting the classical

while stataping out the colloquial dialects. There is a
.

difficulty here, if according to this plan individuals would

have to speak spontaneously toione anothein a language they

had learned and used only in School. However, combined with

written materials in the same language and incentives from

the school and home, this program could, in the long run,

ge language habits for a whole population. Indeed, there

ar indications that a type of change approximating this plan

is, taking place among the university-educated population of

Arab.countries.

Another goal of the reformers is to reform and expand

the vocabulary of classical Arabic to include scientific and

technical terms which have not previously existed in Arabi:c.

For'want of these terms, the reformers feel that Arabic and

the Arabs are too dependent upon Iuropean languages in the

areas of science, buS'iness, and education.

The reformers and the conservatives in'the matter of

change in the Arabic languaga are represented by two establish-

ments in the Arab 'world - the language academies on the one
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hand and the men of religiOn (Ulema') on the other. A member'

of the Cairo Language Academy,' Dr. Tahalitmsayn, makes it

clear that the Ulema' should not be given a role in the reforms

of the classical language. He takes the view that since Arabic

is not studied and taught solely as a religious language but

also as a national and a literary language, it belongs to all the

people who s

not advocate

language to su

eak it regardless of their nation or race. He does

however, that the people be allowed to change the

t their needs. In fact, his objection to the

Ulema' is directed toward the monopoly on the teaching ofi'

Arabic held by Al-Azhar and its secondary and,primary schools.

(30) These schools have held this monopoly to be theirs, lay

divine,tight as protectors Of the religious and linguistic

standards associated with Islam. Dr. Hussayn believes the

state should take'.over the teaching of Arabic so as to make clear

that Arabic is a secular language whose reform is not to be blocked

by religious arguments. He asks if the elite (in this case, Ulema')

-"secretly fear that the spread of knowledge will destroy, their

present monopoly, which is comparable to the rlosition enjoyed

by the ancient Egyp priests", (31) , ""

The men of religion are not the only ones who are a

select group by the .virtue of the knowledge of Arabic apd,are

not the only onesphO represent vested interests which oppose

// 22
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or wish to restrict the reform of Arabic for their reasons.
.

The dispute concerning classical and colloquial Arabic -

indeed, th very categorization of language use into these

two oppos ng poles - provides an opportunity for us to.identify

some of-these groups and their motives and methods.

Classical Versus Colloquial Arabic

The conflict between the two. forms of Arabic is the

point, at which our two analytic categories of unity and diversity

are most directly represented sociolinguistically. On the one

hand there is a single language undersitood by Orsons in'20-

, --

countries and used as an international medium of communication
,.,

1

among them and on the other hand there is a gi.oup of :aaiectal

languages which resemble this classical language but Whi'dh differ

from country to country and even. within single countries ,and

which are linguistically unstandardiiea.

Phonetically, lexically, semantically and syntactically,

classical and colloquial Arabic are similar, but this similarity

is a halfway point from whichemphasis.can be placed on the

elements in thetAwo languages which are identical or those

which are radically different. Theoritically, a person know-

ing one does not naturally know the other, although he would

X ,

r



be aided in learning and recognizing the form he didlnot knoW
I

by the similarities between the,twp, and would encounter

difficulties in learning because of the interference between

these similarities. Pra&ically, all Arabs know and use a

colloquial form in eveliSrday speech. They two fbrms are in

a "diglossie" relationship - a relatively stable state - as

Ferguson defines the term - in which there are two forms of

a language, a "high" form used in written literature and on ..._

formal occasions and a "low" form used in everyday speech.

The conflict between the classical and colloquial forms on

the structural level concerns the "purity" of one form and

the,"corrupt" nature of the other, the4pure form being free

of the foreign borrowings in vocabulary, grammar, and style

and the unstandardized grammar which are characteristic of

the corrupt colloquial.

The colloquial form has shown itself to,be more open
45

to changes in vocabulary especially, because these changes/

enter through everyday speech and have to submit only to the

criteron of utility In order to gain acceptance. The pr'ev'ious

section has pointedjout the traditions and prbstige which

surround the clas s cal. .The colloquial is pictured by the
_-
/

classical proponents as a corrupting force attacking the

classical language. In order to repel this threat the pro-

classical forces generally realize that they need to effect

.
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reform6 in the classical structure and broaden the teaching

of it throughout the Arab states. Care must be taken during

)'\

the reforms not to allow colloquial elements to creep back

.in and begin thei corruption and division again. The

language academies of Cairo, Damascus, Baghdad, and Rabat

are the rallying Points,for the defense and reform of

classical Arabic. The Arab Academy of Damascus has banned

the use of the colloquial (presumably in theory only, since

they did not specify where it was banned), stating that it

risks destroying the foundations of the pure Arabic language,

the Qur'an and classical literature. "Although the colloquial

is the language of the, mass the concern for protecting a

common patrimony pushed the Academy to ban it, considering

that its disadvantages surpassed its advantages .... By

tolerating it, schisms would be created in the heart of the

Arabic language, thus giving birth to diverse national languages

and relegating the (classical) Arabic language to the rank of

a dead language as is' Latin." (32) Official policy has typi-

,cally exaggerated t1e threat of the colloquial to Arab nationa-

lim while -ignoringthe divisions which the classical - colloquial

controversy supports within each Arab country.

To the extent that proponents of classical Arabic deal

with reforms in limited subjects (such as replacing Greek and

Latin philosophical terms with ones derived from Arabic roots)

or with preservation of the classical language_in its "pure"

25
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form, tNex.,are not directly concerned with spreading the

knowledge of the language and thus they are aiding the creation

of an elite which has access to a priviledged knowledge. The

difficulty.of thii!c= rammer of classical Arabic is a barrier '

to its eas?acquilition as has" been noted. The methods-by

which it Istimught are often not based on sound language

teaching priaaples suited to'ffie abilities of 6-or -T-year

old children% An Amerib4 writing aboutthe Vlassieal
"'

colloquial conflict notes that the .child 44, 4:;'*es to school

fully equipped with the vocabulary of daily lie and a know-

ledge of the structure of his dialect has dill, glty with the

complexities of the classical grammar and writing 40etem which

he must learn before he can proggieo the study of other

subjects.(33) To this difficulty we would add .the problem

of interference between the'Oolloquial and classical language*
.

for the young student learning the latter. This student

cannot avoidmistakesjn using two languages which have

many subtle diffetences and similarities and Which he must

use in separate.domains_-- the one for speech outside of

school and the other for speech in school and Lot all read-

ing and writing. (44) Mot studenti do'filake the adjust-
. , .

. meat, but wdwokder how much'easier this adjUstment would be
. . - r :111

if there w6r ao di
N

rences or very few.betwoen Xhe,twoe%
:

language forms. (35)
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That most of work done by the langtage academies

is restricted in application to a ,small group is apparent when"

one looks at the pages upon ,.rages of words in Arabic which

would substitute for esoteric scientific terms of Greek and
.

Latin or: gin. spite= of thb detail and precision found

in lists which include names for all individual plants and

animals and their various parts as well as all superordinate

and subordinate botanical anezpological classifications

th4 lists are largely wasted For, despite their attention

to rules of derivation and creation of new words the academies

have no ,power to' require the aaption of these terms uniformly.

Most writers who refer to these.concepts still include an

English or French-translation in parentheses after the Arabic,

If they employ the Arabic word at "all.

The broadening of the Arabic lexicon and its implementa

tion in practice - ArabiZp.tion - would have a potential effect

in some countries in that it would enable monolingual Arabic

speakers those who know only classical Arabic in addition

to their particular colloquial dialect *- to enter schools

or occupations for which knowledge of a European language

is now required. (Although Arabization would not directly,

aid the person who knows only a colloquial dialect). For

example, in Tunisia and Morocco a person who knows only

classienl Arabic and not French could only get a job in--the

ministries of Justice or Religious Affairs. (36)

z7
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That Arabic is strangely insufficient for carrying out

certain national and cultural policy aims of Arab countries

is demOnstrated by the argument put forward for the continued

use of English as a medium of instruction in medicine and

engineering in Egyptian universities. '(37) In addition to

the lack of terminology in Arabic and the cost of reprinting

textbooks, the argument against Arabic/states that it cannot

be used beta se Egypt admits many students from African

countries to these faculties, most of whom speak English.

The use of Arabic -Would drive these students to other

countries for their education at a time when they.are the

best publicity for Egypt in their own countries after their

return as university graduates. The argument is also made

that Egyptian students who know only 'Arabic cannot participate,

in scientific missions to other countries and keep-abreast of
.1

the latest developments in ,their fields.

The point to be made here is not so much the inadequacy

of Arabic as perceived in Egypt but the preoccupation with

the use of Arabic in higher education and in foreign programs

for an elite. There is not a corresponding amount of energy

and resources devoted to simplifying Arabic so that it can

be learned easily and well in primary schoolS and eventually (

used in the sciences. Ironically, even those who wish to

rid the Arab world of foreign influence and foreign languages.

reject the best ally the classical language could have in do-

ing so - the colloquial dialects.

2.8
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Some writers do propose a merger of the two -forms w

would at the same time simplify the classical and raise the

t,or the status of'a codified language worthy of

the,name% (38) However, this position is not ,as neutral and

free from controversy-as-one might at first suspect. Any

departure from the rules of "pure" Arabic is condemned out-
.

right by the pro-classical forces (although, some tolerance

of colloquial and even concessions, ).mposed by necessity,"

are slowly beginning to appear). And each extreme criticizes

the middle position for Including too few elements of the

form it champions and too many of its opponents'. Never-

theless, the "third language",.as Tawfiq al-Hakim calls it,

has several characteristics which support its adoption, as

authorized norm, the strongest among them being the fact

that it is already in use among most educated Arabs today.

In effect, the third language is a "natural" phenomenon which

has appeared gradually and spontaneously -although it has been

created and promoted purposefully for many years by a few

individuals such as Tawfiq, al-Hakim in his plays ,and Ahmad

Amin and Sati' al-Husri in their linguistic and nationalistic

writings. The third laffxuage has simultaneously simplified

the grammar of the classical, codified the grammar of the

colloquial, and gotten rid of archaic.and imprecise expres-

sions in each. If education is assumed to be the causal

factor in thi's outcome, then the reformers who hope to use

expanded education as a means for revitalizing the classical

29
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language may experience an unanticipated consequence in the ;:

rise of, a third language which will replace the classical Dv

all but its most traditional roles.

Conversely, one Wriier.who favors this middle yak
1

hopes that its spread will facilitate the spread of education

among all the people and will be a "suitable vehicle for \

literature as creative art inall the genres and classes" (39)

1.

This expanding of educatiollal opportunity by the teaching'and

use of a simplified language is the, second most frequently

stated reason (after modernization of the structure) advanced

by.reformers of, the classical language, whatever their plan

of reform. The execution of such a plan in education, drawing on

the changes which have already shown up in the third language,

would seem to be an ideal cooperativie/ feffort for several groups

of reformers. This goal is a more p6sitive and concrete one

than mere "modernization" which is a defensive reaction to a

perceived threat from other languages and cultures and which

is limited in its effect to'scientific and technical fields

with which only a relaiive few individuals in Arab society

are associated, Pro-classical. groups cannot refuse to see

that even though the colloquial dialects divide' one country

from another to a certain extent, the classical-colloquial

diglossia divides social classes within each country. Social

divisions are not based on language divisions although to Vie
/

30
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extent that social divisions determine access to schooling,

where the classical language is learned, and to the extent

that children. of highei. 'Social class do better in school, then

social divisions do support language divisions. And the

difference between a person who knows classical Arabic and

one who does not know it is the difference not only between a

literate and an illiterate person but between one who

protectg and supports certain vested interests with .regard

to the language issues outlined here versus one who doe's

not.

The late President Gamal Abdel Nasser aroused

exclamations of surprise and praise for his use of the'

colloquial form in his-Speeches to the Egyptian people, but

this was the only context in which he used the colloquial in

public addresses. Whether thiS action had direct effect on the

status of colloquial Arabic is not known, but if politicians

continue to reserve the colloquial for addressing "the masses"

and use the classical on all other public occasions, the

colloquial will be just another tool used by skillful

politicians to appease the people.

3i
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Colloquial Arabic Versus Colloquial Arabic

Laura Nader has said that the best way to find ,out

where an Arabic speaking person is from without asking hii

directly is to aslc hip'which Arabic cellequial dialect is

A
cicsest-to-the_cassical language. Invariably he will answer

that his own most reseWes the classical and will probably

proceed to-give examples from his dialect and others to show

why. (40) The prestige of the classical is such that every

Arab wants his dialect to be the one closest to it and thus

be the most perfect. If thb possibility of a colloquial

language replacing the classical were good, then the small-

talk speculation about which dialect is truely closer to

classical would become deadly serious with not only linguists

but politicians trying to prove that the language they speak

is the purest. The status divisions among the various colloquials

are principally those of claimed status, for no one knows or has

a scientific method for discivering which dialect is more like

classical Arabic.

A more real division created by the plurality of

colloquial languages is the difficulty the ArabiC.speaker

experiences in comprehending another dialect and making him-

self unAerstood when he travels to an Arab country not his own.
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The degree of difficulty is debatable, however, and maWbe

exaggerated by persons who favor the classical and wish to

point out its universality. (41) Mutual comprehension among

colloquial dialects is certainly not impossible as this writer

can attest to on the basis of personal observation and experience.

However, the ease of comprehension may be due to the nature of

those who travel as much as to the degree of,similarity of the
"4,

languages. The traveller is most frequently an educated

person and will have enough vocabulary and structural know-

ledge from classical to make himself understood and enough

of a "language sense" that he can make the necessary adjust-

ments in grammar. In the case of a travellers to Egypt, it is

commonly assumed that he is aided in learning the Egyptian

dialect of Cairo by the films and radio and television programs

exported and broadcast from that, country to his own. Egyptians

thus tend to have a stronger argument for making their dialect

the first among equals and one to be favored in any scheme of

replacing the classical by a colloquial dialect. The differences

among colloquial languages are more likely to diminish with the

growth of a body of educated people in the Aftb countries and

the corresponding merging of the classical and colloquial

languages.

33.
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Tlij* END

---

The un fying characteristics of Arabic are not unalter-

ably opposed to r negated by the divisive characteristics of

the language.. The two conceptions of the role of Arabic are

on levels of consciousness or reality, Classical Arabic

as a unifying force is a historical reality and is true to-
_ .

day as a practical reality for those who understand and use

it. Its strength for the unity of all Arabs lies inAhe

emotions it aiouses and in the belief that there is some

kind of-organic unity between Arabism and the Arabic language.

The divisive nature of the language or forms of the

language is one that had not been fully recognized and

admitted because there was shame and weakness in doing so

/and because divisions posed no .probleM as long as the Arab

world was colonized and no attention paid to the wishes of

1

the people. With independence and the growth of public

participation language differences began to pose a problem

on the practical level. A solution to these differences

such as the rise of the middle or third language seems to

be in the making now. It is a solution which does not

deny the religious and cultural heritage of ,the classical

language or the cldim that an Arab is one who speaks Arabic.

3 4
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For the language planner, the problem is how to aid this
s.7

natural development without contributing to socik divisions

knd without. denying the legitimacy of the classical Arabic

tradition.

't
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TOOTNOTE

1.

r

-J.

a. See the following works for approaches to language use
and language change which are interdisciplinary or non-
linguistic: J.A. Fisman, C.A. Ferguson, and J. Das Gupta,
eds.,6 Language Problems of Developing Nations, New York,
John WiTgy and Sons, 1968; Joan Rubin and Bjorn H. Jernudd,

., Can Language Be, Planned?, Honolulu, -The University of
waii Press, 1971; J.J. Gumperz and Dell Hymes, eds.

Directions in Sociolin uistics: The Ethno ash of Commu-
nication, New 'York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972;
W.H. Whiteley, ed., Language ,Use and Social Change, London,
Oxford University Press, 1971., These four works are the
most recent collections of articles treating language in
society and all contain extensive bibliographies.

2.., Gumperz, p. 5.

3. The limitation that the objects of study are those countries
in which Ardbic is spoken, as a native language thus rules
out "those countries in which it is, in its capacity as the
language of the Holy Qur'an, the sacred book of Islam; only
a religious language, used by no one in everyday speech,
e.g. Pakistan, Iran, Tulikey, Afghanistan, Indonesia, and
others. The form of Arabic used in everyday speech in the
countries under examination here is colloquial or dialectal
Arabic, not classical or modern literary Arabic. The
differences between the two forms will be dealt with in
the paper.

4% Donald H, Burns, "Bilingual Education in the Andes of
Peru,," in Fishman, et al., pp. 403-414.

5. W.H. Whiteley, "Ideal and Real-ity in National Language
Policy; A Case Study,from Tanzania," in Fishman, et al.,.
pp. 327-344, .

6. J. Das Gupta, "Language Politics and Group Process in ,

India," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of California,
Berkeley, 1966,
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f

7.- Citizens of the Arabitnuntries from Morocco to Iraq to'
Yemen are not, in f'ct, homogeneous in religion, culture,
or language,. and these differences are usually divisive,
e.g. Christian-Moslem differences in Lebanon, racial'

/ differeAces in the Sudan between the-north and South
(althour these are based on emotional identification,
cultural and religious differences and geographical
location rather than ,physiological differences), language,
differences between the Kurds and Arabs in Iraq and the
Berbers and Arabs in North Africa.

8, As it is initially conceptualized in our model, "unity?
can-refer to-eithe a socio-cultural unity based on a
common ethnic or,hational history, values, missions,
behaviors, etc., or, to a political-geographical unity
based upon coexistence of individuals comprising a
sovereign state within definad boundaries. (Cf.
J.A. Fishman, "Nationality-Nationalism and Nation -
Nationism", in Fishman, et al.; pp.39-51.) These two
types of unity have also been slightly redefined and
relabeled "sentimental" and "instrumental" unity,
respectively, by H.C. Kelman. (Cf. "Language as an
Aid and Barrier to Involvement in the National'System1P
in Rubin and Jernudd, pp.21-51). In both types-Q.2 unity
a common language is said to contribute to the strength
ening of the actions and feelings which support unity
within a nation-state,

Although sentimental and instrumental unity may be the
minimum concepts necessary for analyzing the effect bf
language upon the unity of a country, they may not be
sufficient to encompaSs all the empirically observable
effects of a language within a. country or among several
countries. We will not-attempt to classify the character-
istics of Arabic within this dichotomy becauseit is felt
that it imposes another predetermined manner of observing
and classifying language phenomena over and above the unity-
diversity dichotomy which we wish to emphasize in this paper.
The sentimental-instrumental concept ismentioned here as a
guide to the limits we have in mind when the term "unity"
is used in the paper.

9, Throughout our discussion of Arabic as a unifying and
divisive force; no assessment will be made as to the rela-
tive strength of these two forces as wholes although we
will try to indicate which of the categories within each '

forte are the strongest in promoting either unity or

diversity.
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4,7

10. The term "structure" is here used in a loose non-technical
sense to refer to the traditional areas of concern in
descriptive linguistics - phonetics, the lexicon, semantics,
grammar, and syntax.

11. Ibrahim Anis, Language Between Nationalism and Inter-
nationalism, (In Arabic), Cairo, Dar al-Maaruf, 1979,
p. 177. The Umayyids were the first Muslim dynasty,
ruling from 632 to 743, under whose leadership the
territory from Spain to the Indian sub - continent was made
part of the Arab Empire.

12. E. 511.ouby, "The Influence of the Arabic Language on the
Psychology of the Arabs", Middle East Journal,. Summer,

s.t; 1951, p. 285.

13. Abd al-Aziz al-Euri, "The Historical Roots of Arab Nation-
alism", in Kemal H. Karpat, Political and Social Thought
in the Contemporary Middle East, New York, Praeger, 1968,
p. 35.

14. From Nejla. Izzeddin, The Arab World, Chicago, Henry
Regnery Co., 1953, p. 315, 'paraphrased in Sanir, Hamady,
The Tem erament and Character of the Arabs, New York,
Twayne, 1960, p. 20. We will have reason to doubt the
interpretation that the Qur'an prevented the "disintegra-
tion" into many local dialects unless the emphasis here
is on the word "local" signifying dialects on a sub-national
level.

1

15. Language and Literature and Their Relationship to Nation-
alism, (In Arabic, Beirut, Dar al-Tanta, 1966,'pp. 75-76.

16. "The Foundations and Objectives of Arab Nationalism ",
in Karpat, p. 44,

17. Language, Nev i York, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1921,
p. 194. The` other tongues are classical Chinese, Sanskrit,
Greek, and Latin.

4 18. Shouby, passim, If

19. J.. Stetkevych, The Modern Arabic Literary Language,
Chicago, The Univ. of Chicago Press, 1970, pp. 2,6,7.

20. Though the emphasis here is on political units (countries)
it is obvious that English covers a wider area if the unit
of measurement is the individual.

8 8
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21. Sati' al-Husri, "The Historical Factor
of Nationalism", in Kmpat, p. 57.

22. Kamal al-Hadi, A Defense of the Arabic
Oueidat,.1959,,T. 65. (In Arabic).

23. Tawfiq alrHakim, in a commentary on the language used in

his play, "The Dilemma'', (In Arabic), Cairo, The Model

Press, n.d., p. 198.

24. Rachad Hamzaoui, L'Acadamie Arabe de-liamas et le'Peobleme

de la Modernisation de la Langue Arabe, Leiden, E.J. Brill,

165, p. 9.

25. Ismail Mazhar, The Reform of Arabic, '(In.Arabib), Caird,,

Egyptian Renaissance Library, n.d., p. 4. .

in the Determination

Language, Beirut,

26. Stetkyvech, p. 83.

27. Taha Hussayn, The Future of Culture in Egypt, American

Council of Learned Societies, translation edition, Was

D.C., 19&4, p. 89.

28. "The Future of Arabic Literpture", in Al-Thaqafah, year

6; no. 280 (1944), pp. 6-7, qudted*inrStetkyvech, p. 86.

29. Anis, pp. 233-4.

30. Hussayn, p. 84. He is refering Vo..A17-Azhar University in:

1938 when it was an extremely powerful force in the teaching

of Arabic and Arabic teachers hnd when attempts to interfere

with the language or its teaching would'bring a charge that'

one was interfering with religion.

31. Hussayn; pp. 88-89.

32. Hamzaoui, pp. 24-25.

33. Charles Gallagher, "North African Problems and Prospects:

Language and Identity ",, in Fishman et al., p. 142.

34. Only one study of the difficulties of learning classical

Arabic in the school was found in research for this paper,

ti
and it concentrated on mistakes in writing the classical,

not mentioning the interference which the colloquial had

on these mistakes. See A. Elayeb, "Contribution a l'dtude

des faultes d'arabe chez les eleves du secondai'e on -

Tunisie", Revue Tunisienne de Sciences Sociales, 5th 'year,

no. 13, March 1968, pp. 63-128.
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35. Critics of the classical language have charged that the
continued use of the langwige is one Of the reasons for
the lack of development in the Arab world, 'Salama Musa,
an early propone4t of the colloquial language in Egypt;
stated that,. "sin:Ve our (classical)language.lacki the
vocabulajry of modern culture, our,,nation is denied the
benefits of moolern life. We still use the language of
agriculture and have not yet acquired industrial vocabu,
lary. Therefore, our mentality is stagnant' and anach-
ronistic and looks always to the past." In ICarpat, p.45.

t6. p. 143.

37\. "Al-Vihram" eApril 4, 1972.

38. See Sft;fg-ivech. pp. 81-82, 86-87 and al-Uakim, pp. 189-199.

39. Ahmed Amin. in Stetkyveeh, p. 86.

40. "Notes on Attitudes about Language", in fr.A. Fishman,
Readings in the 82a51152a2,2flkeipame, The Hague, Mouton,
1968, p. 114.

I

41. E.g., Anis, p 234
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A report by Gary L. Garrison:

THE ARABIC LANGUAGE ACADEMY .

. N The Royal Academy of the Arabic Language was founded in

1932 by royal decree of King Fu'ad I, its major goal being

to "preserve the integrity of the Arabic language and make

its progress adequate to the deffiands of science and arts and

generally appropriate to the needs of ]ife at the present
.

time." (Founding.decree; Article II, paragraph 1) A journal,

word lists, an etymological dictionary and. the republication

of ancient grammar and literary texts were to be organs by

which this goal was to be accomplished. The Academy was also
a-

charged with studying aspects of Arabic which were assigned it
y,

by the M fiii.44tdrif.ducation.

The Arabic Language'Academy (as it is now called) is the

descendant of several academies or associations formed in the

late 19th and early 20th centuries. The bodies were inte-

rested in creating new terminology for Arabic, particularly

____i- ---the fields of science and everyday life, and the present

Academy has continued this emphasis, devoting, according to

Dr. Ibrahim Madkour, 70% of its time to the question of new

terms.

Rashad Hamzaoui, in his doctoral-thesis (L'Academie de

Lue Arabe du Caire: Histoire et Oeuvre, These du Doctorat

4i
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d'Etat, FacUlte de Lettres de l'Universite de Paris,-Tunis,

(1972) describes the creation of the Academy by King Fu'ad .

as "a political act of compensation to earn a vain popula-

rity" (p. 37) and as a move to gain cultural leadership,,of

the Aran world over Iraq, disarM religious opposition to his

.rule, acrd get the jumo-ori the Wafd party (pp. 37-8).

The work of the Academy did not b gin until 1934, and

the first-two s$ssions, each one month n length, were pri-2'

marily concerned with the laying down of the by-laws and bases

for deciding 1inguistic questions.

'Structure of the Academy

The original membership of the Academy was limited to

twenty, chosen without regard to nationality. They were to

meet once a year .for a period of one month during which time

they would review work undertaken 'since the. previous session

and take decisions regarding it. Committees, which met out-

side the regular session, were created to undertake speCia

lized work, and they could be assisted by outside experts.

A president and recording secretary were chosen from among

the members.-,Nlile original members were appointed by the King

from among names presented by the Minister of Education; there-

after they wen. to be elected by a two-thirds majority of the

1 4 2
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membership. Compensation for the memberg was fixed by the

cabinet on the basis of meetings attended. -The Academy's

budget was provided and controlled by the Ministry of Edu-

cation of which the Academy was part. In theory, the

MinistryNwas to execute the decisions taken by the Academy

by disseminating them publically and by implementing language

decisions in assigned textbooks and government offices, al-

though from, the beginning the Academy made decisions without

regard for the possibility of their implementation. It was,

and still is, interested more in the form rather than the

practice of language and thus has in ivory-tower reputation,

of which it is proud.

In 1940, the membership was expanded to a maximum of

thirty, and the working body of the Academy divided into

two organs, a council and a conference. The council, composed

of only Egyptian members, meets throughout the period from

%
October to the end of May and reviews and discusses thework

of the specialized committees. The conference includes all

members and meets annually for from two to six weeks to

approve the work of the council and to hear lectures by the

members. A permanent administrative bureau was also established

in 1940 to oversee the budget and employees.

4j
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Subsequent laws regulating the Academy were promulgated

in 1946, raising (the number of membeirs to forty; in 1955,

making the Icademy financially and administratively inde-

pendent; and in 1960, merging it with the Syrian Academy and

raising the meibership to a maximum of fifty-five, including

fifteen non-Egyptian Arab members (non-Arab members were no

longer alloed as full members). In 1961 the Ministry of

Higher Education was given charge of the Academy, although.

this 7fs not accompanied by any change in its operation.

Similhrly, the transfer of the Academy to the Ministry of

Culture in 1965 made no difference, save that its removal ig)m

the (nominal) field of education and inclusion in the cul--

tural field indicated probably both a demotion, and an official

recognition that the Academy has had little impact on *education.

The Academy today has thirty committees, sixteen of them

specialized in making terminology in a particular field. (A

complete list of committees is included as an appendix to

this report). On each committee there are one or two Academy

members, three to four experts in the subject field, and one

secretary - cum - editor who records the discussion over the

terms and undertakes some bibliographic work. The experts
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perform the work of choosing terms and discussing their sui-

tability (although the criterion of "suitability" is not well

defined), while the Academicians see to it that the Academy's

rules and priorities in setting terms are followed and provide

advice on language matters. Terms approved by committees are

sent to the council of the Academy which discusses each term

and approves, rejects, or sends it back to committee. Council--

approved terms are put before the annual conference and thdse

terms upon which Arab members have made comments are discussed;

all others are considered approved without discussion. About

1500 terms per year 'Ian be approved and published in this fashion.

Of the non-terminological committees there are two which

are influential in the matter of reform and standardization of

Arabic grammar and usage. One is the Foundations Committee

(Lajnat al-'Usul) which decides'on the acceptability of word

forms used as tl\e basis for new vocabulary. The derivative

nature of Arabic makes this committee's decisions important for

Of
the speed and flexibility with which new words can be created.

The Style Committee (Lajnat al-'Asalib) rules on grammatical and

syntactical constructions in Arabic, also important for language

change, particularly as the cdmmittee is often asked to approve

phrases influenced by European languages or by Arabic dialects.
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Three officers are elected by the Academy members, a

president, vice-president, and secretary-general. In addition,

there is a board of directors made up of these three officers

and two members elected from the Academy at large. ThiS board

makes and supervises the financial and personnel policies and

operations of the Academy which are executed by an employee

called the comptroller (al-mural:lib al -am). The, president's

functions are largely ceremonial, limited in the by-laws to

presiding over the council sessions and issuing decisions which

the members have approved. The vice-presedent performs the duties

of `the president in the latter's absence. The secretary- general

is in -barge of the Academy Bureau which supervises committee

work; schedules, records, and publishes the conference and council

minutes and decisions, prepares the budget, and communicates with
fa'

other organizations in the name of the Academy. The person hold-

ing the post of secretary-general is thus in a position of poten-

tially great influence in the Academy, and since the assumption

of the position by Dr. Ibrahim Madkur in 1959, he has taken over

virtual leadership of the Academy, especially since the two

presidents under which he has served -- Ahmad Lutfi al-Sayyid

and Dr. Taha Husayn -- were both advanced in age and often

unable to actively participate in council work.

40
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Membership of the Academy.

Although the original Academy members were.proposed pub-

licly by al-*.Ahram newspaper (31 October 1932), the King had the

final choice and packed the Academy with personal friends and

Azharites who could be counted upon as conservative allies,

The purely literary formation of these members influenced the

early work of the Academy by guiding it into the c6mposition of

an etymological dictionary, concern with the revival of ancient

Arabic literary heritage, and a reliance on ancient texts rather

than contemporary usage for models in the creation of vocabulary

and setting of word forms and grammar rules.

Hamzaoui distinguishes four groups ambit the original

members: first, those politically loyal to the King, moderate,

anti-Turkish and pro-British, with one exception they were tech-

nicians, administrators and had knowledge of another language

and culture -- there were the modernists who famed the largest

group (seven in all) but who, he says, were internally divided

,(he doeSn't explain how); second, the religious group made up of

three sheikhs from al-Azhar, presumably conservative in language

matters; third, the five Arab members, and fourth, five European

orientalists. This classification does not explain how the

members formed coalitions on various issues and is superficial in

that it groups non-Egyptian members on the basis of their nationality,
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not their philosophical or political sympathies or attitudes

toward language.

Public opinion'and the intelligentsia in 1933 were opposed

to the inclusion of orientalists in the ACademy beacuse this was

seen as a reversal of trends toward self-rule and Arabization of
or.

personnel and'languag4La lively issue with regard to the judicial

system at that time. In fact, one orientalist, A.G. Weinsec f

the Netherlands, never took his seat on the Academy because of \

al- -Azhar opposition to an article he had written which was inter-

preted as being anti-Islamic. The five Europeans never played a

great role in the Academy since they could not devote much time

to it and were often unable to attend sessions because of the

time and cost involved in travel to Egypt.

The expansions of the membership in 1940 and 1946 brought to

the Academy several men who would certainly have been eligible in

1933 but who were probably passed over for political reasons.

Hamzaoui states that, in the case of the 1946 expansion, the new

appointees were technicians and specialists more than literary or

cultural leaders. They were more open to the twentieth century

and were "distinguished in their attitude toward linguistic pro-

blems by a search for\temporary compromises and violent cilticsm

of ancient heritage or of certain decisions adopted by the

Academy." (p. 103) Dr. Ibrielm Madkiir, the current president
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of the Academy and former secretary-generA., was among this

group. After that date more specialists in the pure and

applied sciences joined the Academy, almost all having preyiously

been committee experts. While never in the majority, their par-

tidipation has been noticable in that they are more concerned with

effecting practical compromises in the language *such as the use

of European terminology and the reliance on contemporary needs

and usage in science rather than ancient texts 4- in order to

bring about implementation of Academy decisions. Dr. Muhammad

Kamil Uusayn, a physician selected in 1952 and the self-proclaimed

heretic of the Academy is the most radical of this group.

Arab members never numbered more than five until the 1961

expansion and ar now'fifteen, representing every major Arab

country except Syria. For the most part, :they are sheik, with

the remainder being writers or grammarians; none are of the pure,

applied or social sciences. For this reason, and because they
ti

undoubtedly feel outnumbered by Egyptians as\well as outmaneuvered

by the larger council (they only participate in the annual two

week conference), they are liable to take a conservative

on the council decisions passed to them for discussion. In the

matter of terminology, for exampli, they tend to favor pure Arabic

sources rather than adoption of a European term which is already

N
in wide use.

49
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As for the Egyptian members, they have various back-

grounds, both educationally and professiopally, and several

groups can be defined on these bases, although whether similar

alliances are formed vis-a vis issues is not immediately clear.

(See appendix at the of thi report for biographical

notes on each of the current embers). Of the thirty-six

current members, at least nine re graduates of Dar al -Ilium

(five were deans), four were educ ted or taught at al-Azhar,

at least eighteen obtained some de .ree abroad (including some

from the two previously mentioned groups), twelve are specialists

in pure applied sciences, eight studied grammar, philology,

literature, or linguistics (only one), and ten are former

ministers or university rectors. Of course, the sine qua non

for membership in the Academy is a thorough knowledge of, and

expertise in," the Arabic language, no matter what each man's

professional interests, but in general they are specialists in

their professions first and with the exception of the Dar al -Ulum

people, Dr. Madkiir, and Dr. Abd al-Halim Muntasir, none'are

deeply involved in Arabic language treatment outside the Academy.

Dr. Muhammad Mandi Allim, in his book The Academicians

(Cairo, Government Press, 1963) gives a breakdown of the aca-

demic and occupational specialities of the Academy's one hundred

members between 1933 and 1963. .Because many of them, as is

50
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often the case in Egypt, wear several hats, the total number of

specializations is more than one hundred. No indication is givn

of the changing composition of the membership over this period.

The members are classified as follows:

Specializations in Language and Literature (Arabic), 31

- Natural Scientists and Mathematicians 10

Physicians 8

Men with Modern Legal Training 10

Scholars of Islamic Law 20

Historians, Archeologists, Geographers 11

Poets 19

Journalists 18

Men with Philosophy and Psychology Training 11

Scholars of Oriental Languages 16

He also mentions that among these members are eight pioneers of

story and theater, six who held the post of Shaykh al-Azhar,

thirty-five university professors, deans, and rectors, eighteen

former or current government ministers, five European Orientalists,

and twenty non-Egyptian Arab members.

Criteria for choosing members are not made ,explicit except

insofar as an in Arabic is required. From time to time,,

Beginning in 1949 requests have been made to allocate a specific

number of seats to each academic and scientific field, based on
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an estimation of what fields are needed to carry out the Acttdemy's

work, but no definite procedure has been adopted. The most common',

source of membrs in recent years has been the pool of experts

on the Academy's various committees. A long period of service

on a committee allows a potential nominee.to become familiar with

the work of the Academy and it with his work, and is an ideal,,

position from which to lobby for nomination and election.

Activity of the Academy

In the book The Arabic Language Academy durint Thirty Years,

Vol. 1, Its Past and Present (Cairo, Government Press, '1964)

Dr. Ibrahim Madkur divides the work of the Academy into five'

areas: (p. 34)

1) Facilitation'of the corpus and rules of the language

and its writing and letters,

`flaking scientific terms and vocabulary of daily life,

3) Revision of language dictionaries and composition of

an etymological dictionary of the Arabic language,

4) Encouraging literary production,

5) Reviving ancient works in Arabic literature.

The latter two areas have not seen much action, the first being

limited to the awarding of monetary prizes for the best work

entered in an annual contest in po9try, prose and literary

criticism. 'These prizes have been awarded more or less regu-

larly since 1912, being suspended occasionally when funds were
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not available. The re-editing and publishing of ancient works

has also been attended to only intermittently, subjebt to finan-

cial and administrative difficulties as well as doubt'on the part

of some members about whether this is the Academy's job.

The Foundations and Styles Committees are most concerned

with changes in the body and rules of Arabic. Although generally

conservative and usually justifying oven liberal decisions iiy\

quoting classical texts, there is recognition on the part

of both committees -- as expressed in their decisions and in

discussions of them by council members -- that both the current

usage and demands of contemporary knowledge,of language have to be

taken into account in treating Arabic. For example, the Rules

Committee has allowed scientific terms to be derived fro t con- ,

crete nouns in order to 'xtend the range of potential new voca-

bulary; in classical grammar (and in non-scientific subjects stills

derivations were only permitted from verbs (First Session, 34th

sitting, 1934). This committee has also limited the number of

word forms which can be employed in the derivation of nouns of

instrument, occupation, disetwe, exaggeration and other concepts

(First Session, numerous sittings, 1934);ancient grammarians

were often proud of the multiplicity of these forms, as they

were also of the numerous synonyms for Ne referent in Arabic.

i4
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The icademy has tried to hold to. the prihciple\of one word -,one

meaning, especially in the creation,of scientifi terV(axiitA

Session, 33rd sitting, 1934). Syntactic or sty4sti4teisions
.41*

which depart from classical Arabic rules are moremdrxxicuat to

describe since an appreciation of their newness depends on a

knowledge of the language and of past and present usage. (See

the Collection of Academic Decisions for the First to the Went

Eijhts Sessions, (in Arabic), Cairo; Government Press, 1963, and

IllgibilaaLlklux110'Cairo; Government Press, 1969 for lists

and explanations of ACademy decisions approved during its first

thirty -four years). The limiting of synonyms and word forms is

a streamlining ortrabic which the Academy supports in'its conser-

vative manner but which takes place daily in the press and communica-

tions media' on a larger scale,

The heyday of Academy activity in the reform of tht writing

system now seems vast. The period 1938-1947 saw a,proposil by

one member to adopt the Latin alphabet and a contest sponsored by
"

the Academy to solicit suggests ins for the best writing system.

None of the ova 200 projects submitted was chosen, and it -was not

until 1960, after only intermittent action, that a decision was

made to reduce the number'of printed characters from over 2,300

to 169. (See Roland Meynet, Lserituestions:Les
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ktikagt§491"ni 1-12. Lan ue Arabe du Caire de 1938 a 1968

Beirut: Dar El-Machreq, 1971) .

Terminological Creation is the major work of the Academy

and its committees. There seems to be no explicit plan for the

'treatment of one academic or scientific field in preference to

another; groups of terms are looked at as they are submitted to

the council by the specialized committees. Almost annually, cri-

ticisms are voiced that terminology-making should be.tied to what

is needed 'in education, especially university science teaching/

but no decision has.been taken regarding this. The principal

division concerning terminology among the members is whether

already existing European terms should be adopted or equivalentg

in Arabic should be found, either from ancient or contemporary

sources. As might be expected the members with scientific back-

grounds tend to favor the writing of foreign terms in Arabic,

while other members, especially those from other Arab countries,

are mole in favor of translation.

Like the French Academy on which it is patterned, the Arab

Academy has, since its beginning, worked toward the compiliation

and publication of a comprehensive etymological dictionary of the

language, Begun by Dr. August Fischer, a German member of the

Academy, this proje has gone through several reorganizations
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and suspensions. Only one letter -- hamza -- has been published so

far, although the second part is about finished and other letters

are being gathered. The Interpediate Dictionary (al-Ju jam al-

Wasit) is the most conspicuous prokluct of the Abademy thus far.

Begun in 1940 at the suggestion of the Ministry of Education. it,

tdo, went through several reorganizations and postponements'be-
,

fore appearing in 1960. It is a dictionary of contemporary terms,

roughly equivalent to Webster's in English or Larousse in French-.

A dictionary of Qur'anic phrases is the only other major dic-

tionary thus far published.. A small lexicon of nuclear physics

and electronics terms appeared at the end of 1974, and other

volumes are planned in scientific fields.

The record of the Academy with regard to production of its

work is less than adequate, even according to its own members'

admissions. The slowness of presentations of finished sections

of dictionaries to the council led to a lack of continuity between

parts and a feeling by the members each time that a reorganization

must be undertaken. Financial troubles and difficulty in finding

a publisher for the dictionaries have also postponed their

publication.

Successes and Failures

A reading of the Academy's Journal and Minutes provides some
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clues to how the members view their organization and its suc-

cesses and failures. Of course, the/dictionaries thus far pUb-

lished are viewed as successes, but the road toward their comple-

tion was not an easy one. Reference has already been made to the

slowness vitth which work was completed and the lack of organiza-

tion and money as difficulties of which members.complained. The

same complaints have been voiced with regard to the appearance of

the Journal4 and Minutes, which did not appear regularly between,

1939 and 1960.

rn its.mission to "preserve the Arabic language and make

it apppbpriate to the needs of modern times," the Academy sees it-

self as successfUl, in spite of the conflicts among members over

the sources of terms. At the present time the "moderninsts" have

the upper hand and conservatives can only retard, not stop or

reverse, the tendency to create terms on the basis of need and

usage rather than taking thdm from literary or religibus texts.

Several members to whom I have spoken are proud-of the Academy's

ivory-tower reputations and its lack of action in implementation

of its terms, implying that the latter is work beneath that

of such a body and is the responsibility of politicians. How-

ever, the complaint is also\\heard that the Academy has no

power to compel usage of its terms or adoption of its
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decisions on writing or grammar, especially in; education and

the news media. From time to time in its history committees

have been formed to help organize contacts with groups who use

the Academy's products -- teachers, journalists, broadcasters

but none of these committees has been long-lived and none has

established any permanent method of communicating with the public.

Even the public lectures which were held on the occasion of the

annual conference were vigorously opposed and finally dropped

after only four years (1955 - 1958). The prestige of the Academy

as a pan-Arab forum for the discussion and development of Arabic

is its most distinguishing characteristic, and although some of

its decisions may be made without regard for current socio-

linguistic and linguistic realities, the Academy's authnriza-

tion of language change is still held in high legard throughout

the Arab world.
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APPENDIX A

List of Committees of the Academy of the Arabic Language

(Divided according to Dr. Ibrahim Madkur's classification ip

Minutes of the Council in the Fortieth Session, 1973-74, pp. \J

771-3).

A, Administrative Committees

1. Financial and Administrative Affairs

2. Employee's Affairs

3. Recognition Prizes

4. Library

B. Literary Committees

1. Revival of Linguistic Heritage

2. Dtterature

3. Foundations

4. Styles

5. Dialects

6. Grand Dictionary - Letter "ta" )No. 1)

7. Grand Dictionary - Letter "t;.'" (No. 2)

8. Grand.Dictionary - Letter "ba"

9. Concise Dictionary preparation.

10. Facilitation of Arabic Writing

C. Scientific and Cultural Terms Committees

1. Biology and Agriculture

2. Economics
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3, Contemporary Daily Life Terms

4. Petroleum

5. Modern and Contemporary History

6. Education and Psychology

7. Geography

8. Geology

9. Ancient and Medieval Civilizations

10. Mathematics

11. Philosophy and Social Sciences

12. Physics

13. Law

14. Chemistry and Pharmacy

15. Medicine

16. Engineering

60
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APPENDIXB

Egyptian ALA members - March 1975

37 members

Dr. Ibrahim Madkour - President - b 1902, ap 1946; Lit, Law

Liscence/ Ph.D. Phil at Sorbonne; Senator 15 years; Phil

Prof; ALA Sec-Gen 1959-74

Dr. Zaki al Muhandis - Vice Pres - b. 1887, ap 1946; Dar el Ulum

1910; Diploma in Ed and Lit, Reading GB; Dean, Dar al Ulum

1945 -7; Supervised Academy Journal VP 1964

Abdel Hamid Hassan - Sec-Gen - b. 1889, ap 1961; Dar al Ulm

1911; Dtiploma in Ed and Eng. Lit., Exerter; Teacher's

College, Dar al Ulm, r. 1949, Acad. Sec Gen 1974

Dr. Ibrahim al Demardash - b. 1906; el 1973; Diploma, Eng. School

1925; Dip Civil Eng, Zurich 1928, Ph. D. 1930; 1930 -33

Nord in Europe; teacher, Egypt 1935-52, Dean Cairo V.IFac/

Engineering 1952; poet es

Dr. Ibrahim Anis - b. 1906, ap 1961; Diploma Dar al Ulum.,1930;

BA, Ph. D. 1941, London UAiversity in Phonetics. Dean, Dar

al Ulum 1955-58; ALA expert 1948-61; only Western-trained

linguist in the Academy

Ibrahim Abdo]. al Magid al Liban - b. 1895, ap 1961; Dipl Dax al

Ulum 1918; BA, MA, London Univer in psych (?); Prof of

Psych, Teacher's Col, Alex U. , ar al Ulum; Dean.19.-55.

* Dr. AhAed Badawi - b. 1905; el. 1959 RA Cairo U. Arts

190; Ph.D. Egyptology Berlin 1 36; State Doctorate Gottinger

19:38; rector Ain Shams 1956, Cairo U 1961

Ahmed Hassan al-Baquiri - b. 1907, el. 1956; Assiut Rding Insti.

Special Diploma in Rhetoric and Lit 1936; 1952 and 1958-9

Min Awqaf;Rector Azhar U. 1964, now retired

Dr. Ahmed Zaki - b. 1894, ap 1946; teacher and headmaster 1914-

19; Ph.D. Chemistry Liverpool U 1924; D. Sc._London.U/1928;

Chem Prof, Min Sec Aff, rector Cairo U 1953-4

Ahmed Abdu al-Shirbasi - b. 1899, el. 1964; Engin School 1924

Min/Pub/ Works 1953; Former Vice Premier for-Azhar and

Awqaf and Min/Awqaf
(3 t
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Dr. Ahmed Ezz al Din - ,e1.1974, lawyer, law

Prof. at Cairo U

Dr. Ahmed Ammar - b. 1904, el 1951; first love was poetry but

family send hirti to Med/Sch; MD 1921' Former Prof and Dean

Med Fac Ain Shams

Dr. Ahmdd Mohamed al Hufi W b. 1902, el 1973; Dar el ulum 1936

Ph.D. 1952, Dar al Ulum, Literature; Pre Islamic Classical

Lit

Tawfiq al-Hakim b 1902, el 1954; playwright, short story

,...-~writer; uses classical and colloquial in plays

Dr. Hamid Abd al Fatah Guhar - b 1907, el 1973 BS Cairo, Science,

ILIA Animal Pysiology, Ph.D. Ocean biology, ALA expert.

Abbas Jassam - b , el 1967; Azhar, Dar al .1,1.1m, prof of

grammar D. U.; ;literary and poetry critic

Dr. Abd al-Halim Montasir - b 1908, el 1958; Ph.D. Botany, Cairo

U 1938; founder and editor of Risalat el 1101; Sec. Gen

Arab and Egypt. Sci. Unions

Dr. Sheikh 'Abd al-Rahman Tag - b 1896, el 1963;-Azhar 1922;

specialization Islamic law; Ph.D. Sorbonne, Philosophy

1942; Sheikh of Azhar 1954-8 deceased 15 April 1975

'Abd al-Salam Harun - b 1909, el 1971; Dar al Ulum diploma 1932;.

,prim sch teacher, 1945 - teacher in Fa/Arts, Alex U; prof

in Dar al Ulum; lang and lit specialist, grammar, lexicog.

Dr. 'Abd al Aziz al-Sayyid - b 1907, el 1965; math teacher 1928-

4; Ph.D., Ed Phil Math teaching, Ohio U 1948; rector Alex

U; Min/Higher Ed 1961-5; Dir Alesco 1971

'Abd al Aziz Mohamed Hassan -' b 1899, el 1969; law grad 1922'

lawyer 1922-29; judge 1929, judicial inspector 1942;

Appeals Advisor 1944; Dir Court Admin. 1952, Press Court

1954, ret 1959.

Dr. 'Uthman Amin - b , el 1974; Prof of Philosophy, Cairo

U

'Ali al-Sibai ) deceased

'Ali al-Magdi Nasif - b , el 1974; lang and lit; former

dean Dar al Ulum

'Ali Mmd al-Khafif - b 1891, el 1969; 'Alim cert from Dar al-Qada'

1915; law teacher 1915-21; judge 1921-9; is lawyer Min/Awqaf

1929; is law prof 1939-51; Dir. Mosques to 1939- ret 1951

1967 Higher Council of Azhar

6
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Dr. Mmd Ahmed Sole - b. 1915, el. 1962; MD Cairo U 1937,

Ph.D. 1943; vice ecto- Azhar 1962-5; vice rector,:Cairo-U

1965--; ALA expert 1955-62

Mmd Khalifalla Attuned - b. 1904, el. 1959; Diploma, bar al-Ulum

1928; BA London Phil, 1934; MA Lit, London,1937rDean,

Dar al-Ulum 1951-61; Dir. Inst. of Arabic Studies, 1964-

present

Mmd Rif'at Ahmed - b. 18.., el. 1967; historian, Liverpool U

Grad. Teacher's College Egypt; wrote Awakening of Modern

Egypt

Mind Shawqi Amin - b. , el, 1974; former editor at ALA, head

of Foundations Committee; very knowledgeable, about Acad.

work

Dr. Mind Kamalhussein - b. 1901, el. 1952; MD Cairo U, Rector

_ Ain Shams 1950; self-proclaimed heretic of the Acad.

Dr. Mmd Mmd al-Fahham - b. 1894, el. 1971; Azhar, 1922; Ph.D.

Lit, Paris, 1946; 10 years in France; Teacher, Alex U till

1954; Grand Imam of Azhar 1969

Dr. Mmd Mursi Ahmed - b. 1908, el. 1962; BA Math, Cairo 1929;

Ph.D. Math, Edinburgh, 1931; Cairo U Math Chair 15+ years;

rector Cairo U 1958-61; Ain Shams 1961- , Sec Gen Assoc.

_ of Univs 1970-pres

Dr. Mmd Mandi - b.1900, ap. 1961; Dipl Dar al-plum 192;

Cert in Heb and Persian, London 1927; Ph.D.Manchester;Prof-

Arabic Lit, Manchester 1936-48; Dean Fac/Arts, Ain Shams

1954-61

Dr. Mahmoud Tawfiq Hufnawi - b. 1894, el. 1962; Cert in Phys Sci

Cambridge, 1924; specialized in'botany and agr; Dean Fac

Agr; Min Agr 1939-44

(Dr. Murad Kamal - b. 1907, ap. 1961; BA Oriental lgs,Cal'to 1930

Dip!. Latin, Greek, German, 1934; Ph.D. Phil,Tubingen U,

1935, 1938; Semitic lgs and Archeology, ALA Diet. expert

1948-61) died 16 Jan 1975

Mustafa Mustafa Mar'i - b. , el. 1974 former member of Senate

former minister (of Justice ?)', lawyer

Dr. Mahmoud Mokhtar - b. , el. 1974; physicist, former prof

and Dean in Fac/Sci, Cairo Ti; former Academy expert

6 3
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Dr. Mmd Youssef Hassan - b. , el. 1974; geologist, now asst

Dean Fac/Science, al-Azhar U; former Acad. ? expert

Badr al Din Abu Ghazi - b. , el. 1974; artist'

former Minister of Culture; Prof in Inst. of Arabic

Studies; former Academy expert

Three empty seats not yet filled.

Abbreviations:

b. born

el. elected

ap. appointed

r. retired

64
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Arab Members - March 1975

15 Members

Hamid al-Jasir - b. 1912, el. 1958; Saudi Ara ia; Sheikh, teacher

judge in Saudi Arabia; Director of Ed Jeddah; Rector of

Arabic Language and Islamic Law Fac; acti e in publishing

Mmd al-Fasi - b. 1908, el. 1958; Morocco; sec/Sch in France,

Licence from Sorbonne in Lit, dipl in Oriental Studies,

rector of Qayruvan U; active nationalist

Ahmed 'Ali 'Aqabat - b. 1908, ap. 1961; Yemen; dipl in Lit,

lang hist 1936; official in Min/Ed ,

Ishaq Musa el-Husseini - b. 1904, ap. 1961; Palestine; 1930,

Cairo U BA in Lit; SOAS London BA 1932, Ph.D. 1934; teacher

AUB & AUC

Anis al-Magdisi - b. 1886, apl 1961; Lebanon; BA MA AUB; Chrm

AUB Arabic Dept 25 years; corres. mem of Damascus Acad.

'Abd Allah al-Tayyib - b. 1921, ap. 1961; Sudan; Ph.D. SOAS

London 1950; Chrm Arabic Dept Fac/Ed, Sudan; Khartoum U;

Prof and Dean

Abd Allah Kunun - b.1908, ap. 1961; Morocco; teacher, journalist

mayor of Tangier to 1957; nationalist leader

'Ali al-Fagih - b. 1898, apl'1961; Libya; studies langs.Turkish,

Italian, French; nationalist leader

'Omar Farukh - b. 1906, ap. 1961; Lebanon; 1928 BA in Arabic and

History from ATM; Ph.D. Germany 1937 in Phil; prof in Iraq

& Syria; on board of Beirut Arab U

Mmd Bahgat al-Athri - b. 1904, ap. 1961; Iraq; Arabic lang tchr

and inspector; Gen Dir of Relig Lands 1958;'journalist

-Dr. 'Abd al-Razaq Muni al-Din - b. , el. 1967; Iraq

AhmedTawfiq al-Madani - b. , el. 19/0; Tunisia; former

Minister of Culture

Dr. Mmd al-Habib Ben al-Khuja - b. , el. 1971;Tunisia;Sheikh

Dr. Nasr al -Din al-Assas - b. , el. 1972;Jordan; Asst Dir

Gen for Culture of ALECSO

,c%c
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each of which covers a particular field of work of the

organization. it also has appendices c retaining the

various founding and reorganization law of the Academy

and its internal by-laws. The first t ee chapters are

a- general historical view, and the first of these, a short

description of the French Academy, makes explicit the model

which the Arab Academy follows. The tough chapter-des-

cribes periodical publications of the Acaiaemy and chapter

five comments on the body of the Arabic language and ways

it haL chanced over time. Chapters six through twelve take

up various concerns of the Academy and h'm it has treated

them. They are, respectively dialects, scientific and

daily life terminology, dicticitaries,facilitation of'

writing, facilitation of grammar, encouragement,of literary

production, and revival of Arabic heritage. This is the .

most useful single work on the Academy in Arabic, although

the lack of footnotes makes pinpointing dates, names, and

ofinforrilation difficult.

The Academi_lans (1960 by Luhammad,randi cAllim.

Short biographical essay's on the

includes

hundted Academy

-.ember c- thregh 17,64, Each essay includes the education

emplc:r..ent. litecary or ocientific production,_ and speeches

or z--,triil7 presented tc, he Academy by each member, aithoug

C the':e categcries is not necessarilu complete. In
-

the ind'A, 4on A1lam classifies the total membership accor-

dtng t.Q the:ir fields ,,Since the publication of this book

ywenty-fur new members have been elected, over once- vi

h3lf t%:1L current, membership. The volume does not

inetAde dat 4.,r tr;e, c:cresponding members.

Acader< ns from the First to the

;wen SessiLns (19Q) collected and annotated by

Dr. :u:,Pad 'Ahead. an Academy. member, a'id

::,nior Editor of the Academy. It

t,xzo ofil de_isi.Ons from 1934 to 1962 (in the

case of :t7..c'n'id revised decisions, the original is not
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Studies and Lectures (Eajmu° at al-Buhuth wal-Muhadirat)

A series begun in 1969 with the twenty-fifth oonference

session and running through the thirty-sixth session

(1970). It includes the lectures and research papers

presented at each annual confere e and the commtnte on

them. This was an interim series and has been superseded

by the current effort to issue the full minutes of past

conference sessions.

B. Dictionaries andLmissria

1. Pisher's Dictionary or The Historical Lingui.stic Dictionary

(Al-Luc jam al- Lughawl al-Tarika)

Begun by Dr. August Fischer, a German member of the Academy.

He brought his cards to Egypt for the Academy to help him in

his plan to publish a historical dictionary of the classical

ancrcolloquial'languages. World, War II prevented him from

returning to Egypt to complete his work, and he died in 1949

lelaving the dictionary unfinished. The Academy has incor-

porated his work into its Grand Dictionary. The inteoduction

and a small sample part of Fischer's dictionary were published

in 1957

The Intermediate Dictionary (Al-iv.ucjam al-Waslt)

This is a student dictionary equivalent to Webster's. Pub-

lished in 1960 in two volumes and,reprinted in 1971. It was

begun in 1940 and went through many changes of personnel and

methodology. It contains thirty thousand entries, One million

words. and six 'hundred illustrations. Eany of the scientific

and daily life terms approved by the Academy are found here.

The Granciltictionacr(Alucjam al-Kabir)

This is the long range work of the Academy, taken up where

work on Fischer's dictionary stopped. It is to include the

historical and contemporary meanings of all words in the

Arabic langtage. Only the first letter has so far been pub-

lished, although the second letter was nearing completion

in 1c473.

6'r
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organizations, researchers) and is also sold throug /iDar al-Ma'graf

for twenty-five piasters an issue. Dr. Anis writ s a short article
.

for each issue under the heading "Preface" of rich three in this

sample were on the use of the computer in *istic research, and

the other two on terminology and grammar.
/

The remaining' contents of the Jour al are divided under the

following section. titles:

- Research(es) and Article'
(the bulk of the issue)/

- On Linguistic Heritage
(usually one long article; not always a regular feature) f

- Commentary and
Critdi

ism %>ii
(Book reviews; usually one or two; most by one-man,..
Mr. Abd al-Ghani Ifissan, a writer)
Academy Personali ies
(speeches on the occa -:6X the reception of new mem-
bers or the death of members; ---s&ireral..speeches on be-1
half of each person honored;, usually include biogra-
phical information; .from 5% to 25% of the issues re-
viwred)

- News of the Academy
(short, no more `than four pages, on new membefs or
experts, deaths, and contacts with other organizations)

, "--
To study the articles themselves, we first set up a classi-

fication scheme divided in four large groupp:

a) "modern" linguistics/language articles,

includ'ng, articles on linguistic analyses, 8ontehiporary

terminological and lexicographical work, methodology of

linguistics studies, education and language, colloquial

Arabic, "and proverbs
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each of which hovers a particular field Of work of the

organization. It also has aPperidices c ntairing the

various founding and reorganization law of the AcadeMy

and its internal by-laws. The first t ee chapters are

a' general historical view, and the first of these, a short

description of the French Academy, makes explicit the model

Which the Arab Academy follows. The fourth chapter'des-

cribes periodical publications of the Aca.emy and chapter

five comments on the body of the Arabic language and ways

it has changed, over Chapters six through twelve take

up various concerns of the Academy and bow it has treated -"-

them. They are respectivelyt dialects, scientific and

daily life terminolpgy, dictidiAries,,facilitation of

writing, facilitation of grammar, encouragement, of literary

production, and revival of Arabic heritage. This is the .

most useful singlework on the Academy in Arabic, although

the lack of foOtnotes makes pinpointing dates, namestand

sou:-eee of information difficult.

Volume 2

The Academicians (1966) by Luhammadirandi cAllim.

0 Short biographical essays on the'&3ne hundted Academy

members through 1964. Each essay includes the education

employment, literary or scientific 'production," and speeches

or eee,tdieee prevented to the Academy by each member, althoug

eachef these categories is not necessarilu complete! In

the introduction cAllim classifies the total membership accor-

ding te their fields, ()Since the publication of this book

about twenty-f/eur new members have been elected, over ono- 'm

half the total, current membership. The volume does not

inclede data on the cerresponding members.

Volume )

Collertion of Academy Decisions from the First to the

:Iwentv-Eirhth Sessions (1963) collected and annotated by

Dr. :e.4hammad Knalifailah 'Ahmadv an Academy. mereber,-and

:uhanmatt Shawei 'Amin Senior Editor of the Academy. It

includee texts ofall decisilins from 193k to 1962 (in the

case of amended or revised decisions, the original is not
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always included) with the dates on which each was approved',

when discussions of the subject were held, dates of amend-

nts and-subsequent decisions on the same subject, and

studies written by- members and published by the Academy iiN)

the subject `of the decision. The volume is divided- into

four sections, according to the subject of the decisions
/

and within each section decisions are presented in chrono-

logical order (some sections are subdivided further). The

sections and subsections are:
1

1. Linguistic Analogy and General Language Matters

2. a. Translation \it

b. Arabization-

c. Writing Foreign Names

3. a., The Writing of Dictionaries

b. The setting of Termino ogy.

4. a., The 4traplification of rammar Rules and Morphology

b. The. Simplification of rabic Writing

2. Book of Foundations of Lanmua e 'Usal al- Lugha) 1969

A collection of decisions ap roved by the Academy from the

twenty-ninth to the thirty- ourth sessions. These

decisions over linguistic nd stylistic matters and include

'references to the lectures and research papers published in

the Academy's Journal con erring each decision. Collected,

edited, and commented up n by Muhammad Khalifallah 'Ahmad

and Muhammad Shawe 'AmTn.

70
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Review of contents of numbers 28 to_22'of

the Arabic.Language'Academy Journal

We have definedethree purposps for this review

of the Academy's Journal

1) To note what types of articles the most pres-

tigious language / linguistics Journal in Egypt

-contains .

2) To note emphases on one or more types of

articles.

3) To note the frequency and subjects of these

articles that we have defined as "modern linguistics"

articles.

As a consequence of 1) it might also be concluded

that the Academy itself is interested in_these subjects,

although to go further and try to weigh the strength of

that interest in various subjects-would be to draw spdrious

conclusions.

First, a general description of the Jburia and its

-subdivisions is appropriate. The magazine appears twice a

year (since 1969), usually in March, and November, although

the latest issue (# 32) is dated November, 1973. The Editor-

in-Chief; or supervisor of the Journal, is Dr. Ahmed Amin,

a member of the Academy. The Managing Editor is Ibrahim

Al-Tarzi, an employee of the Academy. The magazine is dis-

tributed free of charge to interested parties (professors,

1 i
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organizations, researchers) and is also soil throug Dar al-Ma'graf

for twenty -five piasters an issue. Dr. Anis writ s a short article

for each issue under the heading "Preface"of w ich three in this

sample were on the use of the computer in lip uistic research, and

the other two on terminology and grammar.

The remaining. contents of the Jour 1 are divided under the

following section, titles:
/1

- Research(es) and Article'
(the bulk of the issue)/

- On Linguistic Heritage/
(usually one long aryicle; not always a regular feature)_

- Commentary and Critaism
(Book reviews; us ally one or two; most by one-man,..
Mr. Abd al-Ghani lssan, a writer)
Academy Personali,ies
(speeches on the occa the reception of new mem-
bers or the death' of members; ieiefral,speeches on 'be-s
half of each person honored;: usually include biogra-
phical information; from 5% to 25% of the issues re-
vivied)

News of the Academy
(short, no more'than four pages, on new membefs or
experts, deaths, and contacts with other organizations)

To study the articles themselves, we first set up a classi7

fication scheme divided in four large groups:

ti

a) "modern" linguistics/language articles,

inclueng, articles on linguistic analyses, dontefilporary

terminological and lexicographical work, methodology of

linguistics studies, education and language, colloquial

Arabic, and proverbs

I
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b) articles on the activities of the Academy

c) articles on literature, literature reviews, poetry,

and Arabic in the Qur'an

d) articles on Arabic grammar, history of grammar,

history of Arabic, and the history of dictionaries.
0

All articles under the headings "Preface", "Researches

and Articles", "On LinguisticHeritage", and "Oorm5entary and

Criticism" were classified. After classifying each article

according to one of these categories, counting the number of

articles in each category4_and reading some of the articles

we were not sure about, we made some amendments in the cate-

gories so .that there are now three majorcategoriess

I. "Modern" linguistics articles (on contemporary subjects):

linguistics and grammatical analyses, L), Arabic in Socie-

ty (SL), terminoligies and dictionaries (DT), methodology

of linguistic research (iii), education and language (B);

II. Articles on literature or Qur'anic texts: reviews of

literature (LR), poetry or reviews of poetry (P), Arabic

in the:Qur'an (AQ);

III. Articles on historical subjects; history of grammar's .or':

grammarians or grammatical analyses using historical texts

and examples (G), history of Arabic (HA), history of

dictionaries (Hp), proverbs (PR).

A few articles on specific historical subjects were Classi-

fied.in two categories. We tried to err on the side of over-esti-

mating the articles in group I,,modern linguistics, since w

anticipated that there would be very few if we were strict in

our defI)hition of this category. The breakdown of the number of
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articles in each category is as follows (total

81; with doubling, 89):

I. Modern Linguistics (27 total) :

Linguistic and grammatical analyses (L)

Arabic in society (SL)

Terminologies and Dictionaries (DT)

Methodology (M)

net ar idles =

- 7 (o13 also in HA)

- 6 (two also in HA,

one in SL)

9 ( one also in HD)

3

Education and Language (E) - 2

II. Literature and Qur'anic texts (34 total):

Reviews of literature (LR)

Poetry (P)

Arabic in Qur'an (AQ)

III. Historical subjects (28 total):

Grammar

History of Arabic (HA)

History of dictionaries (HD)

Proverbs

17 (two also in 6)

- 8

- 9

- 10 (two each also in

LR & HA)

11 (two each also in

SL & G, one also

in L)

- 4

3 (one also in SL)

Historical and modern linguistics (I & II) occur at the same

frequency, while literature /Qur'anic artic s are well in the lead.

If the groups II and III, all essentially hi torical in nature, we

can see that by far the majority of articles (67 out 84 - not count-

ing those in I twice).are concerned with anclent texts or times.

This is not surprising considering the, reverence in which ancient

authority is held in Arabic grammatical studies and the tendency to

7 4
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look upon certain times, particularly the Abassid Period, as the
1.

Golde9 Age of Arabic. Terminological and Dictionary studies, both

contemporary and historical, account for a total of 13 articles;

the coining and deriving of terms and the compiling of dictiona-

ries has occupied most of the work time of the Acadeniy. Modern

linguistics articles, Group I, are varied in subject, and not all

methodologically vigorous - many are narratives or opinion. In
,,-

the remainder of this review we will give an idea of the subjects

written about, the methodology (in gross terms)', and some of the

points of view expressed in these articles. ,

70
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No. 28, November 1971

Preface

1. "The Role of the Computer ii\Linguistic Research"

Dr. Ib. Anis, pp. 7-10 M

A positive opinion urging the use of thelmputer in

linguistic analysis; give examples of letter combinations

not -misting in true Arabic words and says that the computer

could be used to determine other patterns in Arabic; tells

of discussing this with a physics professoriDr. Ali Helmy

Musa, at Kuwait University, and his carrying it out and

jtublishing it there."

The use of the computer inlanguage studies is decidedly

"modern" but Anis makes reference to no other studies

currently undertaken elsewhere using the computer. He does

refer to a book by G.K. Selected Studies on the Princ-

iple of Relative Frequency in Language, 1932, as perhaps

the source of influence for the study. of the frequency of
use among Arabic scholars.

Studies and Articles

2. "The Grand Dictionary"

Dr. Ibrahim Madkour, Secretary general of .ALA 'pp. 12-15 DT

A general ar icle orctobals and history of the writing
of the Acac'emy's rand Dictionary; given on the occasion of

the completion of he first letter of the dictionary, to the

Congress of Orientalists in Australia 1971.

rI
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3. "More than one"

-Dr. Sheikh Abd al-Rahman Tag, pp. 16-22 G

4. "The Tearfulness of Youth"

Ali al 'ndi pp. 23-28 P

ISA5. "Our La ge in the Age of Decline"

Anissal-Mugaddsi, pp. 29-42 HA, SL 's'N,

/

A largely historical article in which the author explains

that the decline of Arabic occurred not with the fall of the

Abassid Caliphate, but.later during the Ottoman Period (16th

',;() 20th centuries). He "shows this" by recounting the names

of those who produced great works. He also gives the names

of writers and works in the Ottom Period to show that Arabic

did not completely degenerate, l'terarily that is; no mention

is made of the colloquial. We include this article in (SL),

..rabic in society, because it gives some idea of the periods

Arabs consider the high and low points of the language.

6. "Qn the History of Medicine in the Arab World"

Dr. Abd al-Halim Montasir, pp. 43-61 HA, SL

7. "Correction of 'Lisan al-Arab"

Dr. Abd Al-Salam rind Harun, pp. 62-77 HD

"Philosophy and Art"

Dr. rmd Aziz Al Hubabi, pp. 78-94

9. "The Rhymed Raiose of the Qur'an is Matchless"

Dr. Ahmed al-Hufi, pp. 95-102 AQ

7
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10. "Introduction to the Arabization of Technical Terms

in Telecommunications"

Eng. Salah Amar, pp. 103-107 DT

The role of the Arab Telecommunications Union in

making and unifyinjg terms in the communications field;

short comments on sources and methods used; some examples.

11. "Grammatical Analysis"

Mmd Shawqi Amin, pp. 108-114 G

12. "On the Term, "Kan" plus the Past Without 'gads"

Dr. Hassan Awn, pp. 115-124 L

Analysis of the origins of the construct

begins with the defining of the fields of linguistic study in

general; styles of expression, b) system of these styles' in

their users, c) rhetorical styles; all have the goal of learn-

ing the language; then goes on to the study of these fields

b Greeks, Latins, and Sibawa, then to example of the above con-

struct as one in which there is difference of opinion on its

correctness; quotes Qur'anic, poetic and linguistic texts to

show that it did not occur in them, but that it has entered

only recently, through a comparison with the French pita

anterieur; considers this borrowing valid because language

needs to grow and develop; no footnotes or bibliography.

78.. 4111M-



13. "The Foundations of Easy Enjoyable Wi'iting"

Dr, rouad al-Bahai al-Bayed, pp. 125-141 E

Analysis of elements needed for ease in writini per-

haps most interesting by virtue of the fapt.that in the

first element, words, he recognizes the need to use com-

mon words in learning writing; gives names of men who

have compiled word lists during the past 30 years: bib-

liography.

Dr. al-Bahai outlines the elements needed to achieve

ease in writing; he recognizes the need for research into

and analysis of writing skills and subjecting these skills

to measurement; his bibliography includes five works in

English, all written in the 40's or before; his division

of writing into several elements - words, sentences, para-

graphs, thoughts, style, subject illustrations, and print-

ing - seems to be taken from other works since it does: not

refer to Arabic.

14. "A Criticism of Criticism"

Ilahmoud Ghannim, pp. 142-151P

15. "Our Linguistic Dictionaries Between Revival and Renewal"

Hassan Kamel al-hirfi, pp. 152-160 DT, HD
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statistics;. historical, but he wants to make-the point

that new statistical studies -are needed.

'Researches and Lectures:

.2., "The Language of Science (Knowledge) of Islam"

Dr. Ibrahim Madkour pp. 16 -20. HA

4

"Added Letters (Words) and Allowing their .Elimination in

the Qur'an"

Dr. Sheikh'Abd al.Rahman Tag, pp. 21-27 AQ

4. "Comment on Grammar"

Ali al-Gindi, pp. 28-32 G

"With Ibn Sina in his Book 'al- Shifa'"

Dr. Abd al-Ralim Montassir, pp. 31738 LR

"The Literature ox Ibn Khaldoun"

Dr. Ahmed al-Rufi. pp. 39-55 LR

" "The Unified Arabic-French gtilitary Dictionary"

Gen. Mah. Shit Kittab, pp. 56-78. DT

The and mr thod of the Unified *Military Dictionary

on 'the occasion of its fou h and final part, Arabic-French;

terminologie,a1 unity the sofa harSis for military unity.
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Dr: Ramdan Abd al- Tawab, pp,. 238-252 HA

20. Reception Speeches - pp, 254 -272

21. Eulogies - pp. 273-320

22. Academy News - pp. 273-320

#29. March 1972

Preface:

1. "The Linguist's Slide Rule"

Dr. -1b. Anis, pp. 7-12 M .

Again on the computer, this time its use for studying

transposition of letters in words, a' term taken from

Jespersen, languLipe: Its Development and Ori

The phenomena of transposition of letters in Arabic and

the need for statistics on it and call...for use of computer

in doing thiS..

Studies and Articles:

2. "The Language of Science in Islam"

Dr Ibrahi' 24adkour,, pp. 14-17 NA

Si
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frr,

3. "Comment on a. Qur'anic Analysis of MIdAbdu2"

Dr, Sheikh Abd al-Rahman Tag, pp. 16-28 AQ
.11

4. 7.1Tiscussion of the Plural .of TWords'"

Dr. Nasr al-Din al-Assad, pp. 29-99 0'

5. "Defamatory Poems, on Wives"

A1.i--al-Gindi,4p. 40p

4

.

. "Ibn a- 1- Awwat"

Mbntessirs pp. 50.562

7. "The Rhyme in Arabic and En: sh Poetry"

Dr. Ib. Anis, pp. P

8. "Aristotilian Texts in 'Kitab al-Hiyawan'iOt al Sahiz"

Dr. Mmd-l'aha.al-Ragri pp. 74-90 LR

9. "The Rhymed Prose of the Quran is Matchle

Ur,' Ahmed al-Thifi pp 91-96 AQ

10. "A Detailed Study of the Writing of Greek nmd Roman Names

in Arabic Letters"

Dr.Mmd Nhhaoud al-Salamuni, pp. 97 -148 DT

--;

/Very detailed study of rules for writing Greek and 'Latin

.

names in Arabic letters; method of .ancient writers anda.

suggested method with many comments and examples;.bibograihy.
,

8.4
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A .4

Studies Academy's rules; then sets down his own; no

reference to western stufF.es but the precisionof hiS method

is worth remarking s ice it makes the article stand out

among articles Alch.are usually opinion or do not sub-

stantiate their statements by reference to "other works.

1I. "Words of Arabic Origin Borrowed into Rumanian Through turkiSh"

Nic*lae bubrisan, pp. 147-72 DT
J

1

A study of borrowing into Alma ion from Arabic through

Turkish; author is professor of Oriental Languages at the

University of Bucharest; footnoted,- with many examples.

Also well documented, he refers to many works published,

in Rumania; and particularly also one in French by Lou&

Deroy, L'Emprunt Linguistique,./955.

12. "A study on Vowel Cnaugtc in the Middle Rialpcal in Triliteral

words in Classical Arabic and Its Dialects."

Dr.' Ahmed Ilm al-Din, pp. 173-98 L

Largely historical study of the changes of voweling of

the tAddle radical, noted because it also treats dialects to

sor. extent, although most of , le examples are from literature.

13 "Lollognialgtoverbs In the 9th and 14th Centuries

4md Qndil al-Baciti pp. 199-206 PR
. P

83
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Lingqltatic Heritage:

14. "Works of Manzur BetiN-Mnrthid.al-Assad"

Dr. RnTdan-Ahd-al-Tawwab-pPv-20847-LR'

Book Notes .and Criticism

f""di";4
15. "Course0.n General Linguistics" by Sassure and its Effect

on Linguistics, a review=

Dr.*Kamal H. Bishirs pp. 230-50 L

A lengthy review of Saussure's Course in General

Linguistics 1916, and itis influence on other European

linguists; no mention of its influenceon Arabic linguists.

"lhe article appears to be In attempt to expose Arabic
. ,.

r..aders to Saussurian concepts.

Recept:on SpeeciheS - pp. 252-68

17. Eulogies - pp. 269 - 302

18% Academy News - pp. 304-9

# 30 z November 1972

Preface

1. "Return to Language Statistics"

Dr, lb. Anis: pp. 7-13 M

Short examples of'ancient linguists who used linguistic
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statistics; historical, but he wants to make- the point

that new statistical studies axe needed.

'Researches and Lectures:

"The Language of Science (Knowledge) of Islam"

Dr. Ibrahim Madkour pp. 16-20 HA

"Added Letters (Words) and Allowing their .Elimination in

the Qur'an"

Dr. Sheikh'Abd al7Rahman Tag, pp. 21-27 AQ

4. "Comment on Grammar"

Ali al-Gindi, pp. 28-32 0

"With Ibn Sina in his Book Ial7Shife"

Dr. Abd al-Halim Montassir, pp. 33 -38 LFt

"ihe Literature ox Ibn Khaldoun"

Dr. Ahmed al-Huft, pp. 39-55 LB

"The Unified Arable-French Military Dictionary"

tien. Mah. Shit Kittab, pp. 56-76 DT

The .history and method of the UnifiedMilitary Dictionary

on he occasion of its fou di and final part, Arabic --French;

terminologiCal unity the sold bt&is for military unity.
-

4)
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,"Criticism of the AWof Mohi al-Din Arabi"-

Dr, Mabmoud Qasim Op. 72-90 Lit

9. ,"Language,and Cultue"

Dr. Mmd Aziz al -Hui abi pp. ,91 -99 SL

<;),,

Meaning of the'role of language in the cultural \.

revolution; language has not been analyzed edough\in the\
1

Arab world, especially language in Society; language is the

root of culture and the revolutions; language is the mirror

of the development of every nation. ,,'

10, "The First Seeds of al-13ayanit.s Exegesis"

Dr.. Mmd Ragib pi/. 100-111 AQ

11r. "The Relative Pronoun in the,A abict Hebrew and Syriac

Languages"

Dr. Zakia Mmd Rushdll"pp. 2:-120 L

//

and Syrica, examples from literature.

12. "Did Hindus Influence the Arabic Dictionary?"

Dr. Ahmed Mukhtar Umar pp. 121-127 DT

Comparn e study of--relative pronouns iL Arabic. H.abrew,

Review of several *indi and Arabic dictionaries to see'

if the former influenced the order of words in the latter.

%°

*
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J

13.. "Social Sciences' in Al-Hariri's Rhymed Prose"

Dr. Mustafa al-Sawi al-Gowini pp, 128 137 P

14. "Our Climate . . Through our Collo-vita Proverba"---

Mmd Oaddil al-Gpli pp. 138-46 PR

Review and explanation of origins and meanings of

colloquial. Egyptian proverbs concerning the weather set

by ancient Egyptians; relationship of weather to society

and agriculture.

L n ul He t e

15. "Arabi. G .ammar Between Sign and Expression with an
11

Analysis of tie book. 'Grammar of al-Qatubt by Us. Immo.

Abd al -Qasim Jbd al-Karim al-GasLati al-Nisaburi"

Lb'. Ahmed llm al-Din al-Gindi pp. 148-180 G, LR

Book Notes and Cr t ism
4

16, "Diwan al-Sahib Shari al-Ansari, b Dr. Uir Musa

Pv.ha", a review.

Us, qmd Abd al-Chan1-416147.182-201 LR

17. -cthara'ib al-lanbibat Ala-lb a1 -'T Mtihat, by Ali Ben Thafir

al-Azd1.111-Mpiri", a Review

Pr, Aimed al-Naggar, pp. 202=213 IR

1K, 14"1/tIon 4""-Ii"
pp. 216 -211 \---11"

ti
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19. Eulogies - pp. 244 -7l

,M). Academy News - pp. 274 - 277

# 31 March 1973

P1,6Tace

1. "sing, Kings, Angel, Angels"

Dr. lh. Anis pp 7-14 HA

Studies and Articles

-------.4c2. "Arabic Among the Great orld Languages"
1S,

Dr. Ibrahim Madkur pp. 16-24 SL.

Speech given at Beirut Arab University, an the, greatness

of Arabic among the languages of the world; outlines move-

ments in dictionaries, grammar, and focuses on reform move-

/gents of writing systems, general comments.

-On '11 Frequently Occurring in Arabic and in the Qur'an"

Dr,Sn5k11 Abd.al-Hahman Tag, pp. 25-35 AQ

'"Por_ trot and the Poet"'

us, Alt al-Ceindi pp. -44 P.

T1n
L, ax (410,5t)0",___A study "On Verbs Formed on

othr than ullAtts-

. 1:s 1Stivtkh Atttya al-:juwnlit pp. .1-54 Cx



6. "The writings of Ibn Khaldoun" (2) His Poetry

Dr. Ahmed al4ufi pp. 55-69 LR

7. "Quadrupling the Tri-literal Verb in Arabic and i-ps

Sister%Semitic Languages"

Dr. Murad Kamel-pp. 70-92 L

The Quadrilateral Verb in Arabic; its development

forms, meanings, its use .in classical and colloquial Arabic

and other Semitic.lan,uagesf many examples.

"Analysis of 'Lisan al-Arab

Us. Mad,. Shawqi Amin pp. 107-112 SL

Comments on various reform movemeats and reformers

in the 19th and early 20th centuries; translations, crea-

tlon of new terms, writings on 'correct' .Arabic, userf

new terms and styles; focuses on individual efforts

before the creation of the Academy; good review.

10. -Social Scenes in al-Hariri's Rhymed Prose"

Dr, Mmitafa al-SawX al-Gawini pp. 113-121 P

"Studiv!s ol1'(,Irimmar and Headings:

Dr, Ahmtd al-Ansari pp, 122-136 G. HA
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12. "The First to Name the Qur'anic 'Untie"

Us. Mmd al-Busnawi pp. 137-147 KCIA

13. "The Art of Imitation"-

Us. Qandil al-Bagli pp. 148-156 flA

t

14.' 'The Grimmar of al-Qatub" Part II, A Review

Dr. Ahmed II:mai-Din al-Gindi, pp. 168-200 LB

Book Notes and 'Criticism

15. "Selections from al-Zahari's "Uyun al-Shier', collected

2nalysed by Us. Abd al-Razaq al-Rilali," a Review

s. Mm Abdl-GhttniBassan pp. 202-216 LA

16, Eulogy - p 18-230

17. Academy News gp.,"32-3

1.1.22 ; ,4MASK1212

Preface

1. "Analmis of two forms of an ancient /phrase"

Dr, lb. Anis, pp, 7-12 0_

Studies:ind Articles

2, "The Grammatical Term"

Dr. lb. Madkour pp. 14-17 BA, 0

90

\
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3. "Sheikh'Khalid a1-Azbari"

Dr. Sheikh Mmd al-Fahham, pp. 18-24 G.LR

rz

4. "The'Scientific Movement in the Age or al-Mu'mun"

Dr. Abd al-Halim Muntasirr-pp. 25-29 HA

S. "What is the Meaning of ',Ilium al-Taghabua'?6

Dr. Ahmed al.-Huri, pp. 30-34 AQ
I

6. "Abu Umur al-Shaibani"

Dr. Murad Kamei pp. 35-39 LB

7. "Analysks of 'Lisan al-Arab', Part II of the Bulaq edition"

Vs. Abd-al-Salam Harun pp. 40-54 HD

8. "Silent Literary Experiences"

Us. Ibrahim al-Libban pp. 55-61 LR

9. "Extracting Aristotelian Texts from 'Kitab al4liquwan" of

almJahiz"

Dr. Tana al-Hagri Part II, pp. 62-80 LR

ID The Integrated Method of Teaching Arabic"

Dr. Fund al-Dahai al-Sayyid, pp.. 31-95 E

0

Explanation of a new method for teaching Arabic, "the

integrated method', comprising seven stages not based on

grammatical analysis but on suing the language to accomplish
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Certaintasks rraiikcd on a scale of complexity; the pre-

paratory stage, names and thenomdnal sentence, verbs and

the verbaI-smntences, thinldnewrithlanguage tad training

in self-expression, grammar rules and inflectional endings,

and-the AlpihNbdt andihe ahapes of letters; he

experiments to be carried alit in schoOls: to trythis

methodi gives dxamploe of the use of the method.

Like his previous articles, pedagogical in eriente.tion;

this one refe.eirs directly to a method for teaching Arabic.

and recognizes that a new method based on learning and.

employing skills is preferable to one h which the language

is taught by analysis; method is utiod in Europon and

America, but does not say by whom; no footnotes or bibliography.

11. " A New Opinion..fzom an Old One." " "The Feminine is like

the Masculine in the Titles of Positions and Jobs"

Meld Shawqi 'Amin, pp 96-9914

Opinion on need_for feminine forms of job names; thinks

it is not necessary; examples.

12. "The Qeological Term"

Dr. Mmd Yusaof liasemn. pp 100-104 DT

History of the word "geology" and the adoption of the

'7P
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word in .Arabic; creation of terms by Academy in geology

(luring the past ten years.

13. "In the Qiir'an and-Akratile: A Study of. the Word

Forms 'Fa ala' and 'Af ale,"

Dr. Ahed Jim a1+-Gindi, pp 105-113 AR

14. "Riddles in Arabic Poetry"

Vs Mmd Qandil al-Racily, pp 114-124 P

15. "Modern Arabic Thought Through the Biographies of Its

r;rp,at Men, by Vs. Yussef as ad DaghW A Review,

L's Mmd Abd ai -Ghani Hassan, pp 126-136 LR

Io. Reception Speeches and Eulogies - pp 118-494

17. Acadomy News - pp 196-204

e



APPENDIX

Alesume_of_article by Dr. Puled al-Bahai entitled "Basic

Language," In the Journal No. 27, February 1971, pp. 129-40.

This article, like the others of Dr. Bohai's reported on

above is straight reporting on research. This articla is'

concerned directly with Arabic.

0

He begins' by saying that "basic language depends in its

essence on basic' words which are claWfied according to wise',

clarity., and importance." Thus, knowing the foundations fox

choosing thee() words is important, and Dr. Blhai spends the

next several pages outlining several methods, in both English

and French that of Ogden (1925-30 and as modifii0 at Harvard,

Thorndike (1921-43), and an unidentified French method. (pp. 129.

Turning then `to word lists in Arabic, he describes the
14,c

ones now in existence as being an "introductory step! which will

lead to a project of basic words (in Arabic)'. Them) lists are

breed on various sources, all written, and were gathered on the

basis of freqUenoy of occurrence.

The lists are!

1) Brit. list . based on daily press in several countries

4



2)-Baily list - based on the press and weekly magazines in

Egypt . \.\

)) List of FakKIE-Aqt1 . based on rendilaglbodks'of the first

three , ears of primary school in Egypt

4) List of i)r. Qadri Lotfi - based on. reading books4-of

kindergartas and the first two primary grades' in Egypt

5) List of Dr. RusbdilChatir - based on the four above lists;

to' be used in literacy classes

6) List or Dr. Fu' ad al-Bahni - a 13. st of common'tforoccan words

based on the newspaperoil-Manar.

He then discusses the appropriatesti:entific bases.for

chooltng basic words: extent of repetition and fusion among

sources and fields, "verbal fertility" (various meanings are

n.lationship to other-words), grammatical words-(prepositimns,

qualifiers, etc), and typologies (of animals, plaits, family

rvlationships,days of week.). The bases for excluding words

are outlines: they are: synonyms, -mclaphorical words, words

rtt cursing and insult, words similar in meaning o(ta spelling,

mut lonr! wo1'4s.

thi last sect ten of the paper finally states the reasons

wh by aslk A', ibic is important and the functions it would

r±.411Z4*. fields in Which it can be employed are:

r) Itteracy campaigns

9 o

1
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.b) in books forney learners

c) in daily broadcasting; for news, plays, and literauy

lessons.
,

d) in daily press; alab mainly to Combat illiteracy "

e) in government pro4uncements

r) in national health; or social campaigns

B7) in religious so ens, to help religion, realize its

coals

h) as an alternative to colloquial Arabic, boti with

regard to its ease,and unitUatAntelligibility' -

The last paragraph makes the point that basic Arabic is

not meant to. be used instead of "non-basis Arabic," but is con-

sidered an introduCtion to it. Thusis'bosic Arabic does not serve

"the, functions of rhetoric and metaphor, .which are literary

functions.

!li
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The Arab Science Union

The Arab Science Union (ASU) was set up in 1956 with

representatives from Egypt, Syria, Jordan, and Iraq as, an

umbrella organization for over 30 scientific organizations

in these countries. It is under the auspices and financial

control of the Arab League and primarily serves as a

communication center.
-1 ti

From the beginning, one of the purposes of the ASU

was to concern itself with the use of Arabic in scientific

communication. According to its organization law it had the

responsibility for publishing a scientific journal in Arabic

and for establishing the means necessary to achieve unification

of terminology in Arabic. With regard to terminology,, the

council of the ASU, meeting in 1956, agreed on the following

plan:

a) The identification of dictioraries and lists in

foreign languages which enumerate terms for all

meanings in each branch of science and which

include the foreign term and a precise definition

of it, so that the task of setting down an Arabic

term and translating the definition to Arabic will

be facilitated.

97
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b) The distribution of these terms to specialized

translators, then to interested parties for review,

then their printing in lists.

c) The sending of these lists to the member organiza-

/- tions of the ASU so that specialists in each country

can give their opinions on the terms.

d) The providing of a single opinion on each term

from each member organization.

e) The establishing of a joint committee for each field,

in which each country will have two representatives,

to unify the terms and their definitions,

f) The printing of terms in each field in a special

dictionary and the sending of these dictionaries to

Ministers of Education, scientifid organizations,

and language academies, and the requiring of their

use.

g) The accepting of suggestions from Arab scientists

on the matter of the creation of terminology.

98
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The subsequent history of the ASU's language efforts is

not clear to me because there are no records other than vocabulary

lists published in the proceedings of each Arab Science Conference.

An effort was made after the 1956 conference to carry out the

above plan. It included the engagement of a German UN expert in

physics, Mr. Jumblat, to organize the collection, classification,

and translation of terms in physics. The project was only partly

completed and only a preliminary English-Arabic lexicon of several

thousand words in two volumes was ever printed. Later science

conferences have always called for the Arabization of science

terminology and teaching and the unification of terms, but the

ASU has only been able to publish lists of terms agreed upon and

lists upon which there is disagreement, listing the different

terms by country of use. It has no implementation power and

its work has probably been eclipsed by the Arab League's Center

for Coordination of Arabization in Rabat.

Dr. Abd al-Halim Montassir is the Secretary-General of

the ASU, whose headquarters are in the Tager Building, First

Floor (open 5-8 p.m.). . He is the motivating force behind the

ASU's concern with language, being a member of the Cairo Academy

and founder of Risalat al-'Ilm, a journal whose aim is the

Arabization of science. He has just completed (1974) the revis-

ing of the scientific lexicons published by the Rabat Center,in

preparation for their final publication after terms have been

unified.
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FRANKLIN BOOK PROGRAMS

A Report from Gary Garrison

INTRODUCTION:

The following report is compiled from data I have
collected in the course of my dissertation research. It is,
as you can see, incomplete or imprecise in some places. I

have tried to place the description of the Franklin textbook
translation project within the larger context of scientific
and educational language policy at the beginning of the project
in 1960. My own comments on the project are interspersed with
data on Franklin.

The project, with regard to science books at least,
was tied to a largely politically motivated 'plan' of the
Egyptian government to replace English with Arabic in the first
two years of university science teaching, a policy which failed
for numerous reasons. Seen within this context Franklin perhaps
comes off slightly tarnished by association with a policy which
it did not -- and probably could not -- question. Franklin was
probably never consulted, at least by the Egyptian government,
about the wisdom of the over-all language policy or the methods
taken for its implementation, nor did it offer its opinion, this
being out of keeping with its status as kforeign organization.
As a strictly technical organization not engaged in policy plan-
ning or evaluation, Franklin produced books which could have
made a significant contribution toward the provision of Arabic-
language teaching materials.

Franklin Book Programs' textbook translation began in
1960 as the result of an agreement between the U.S. Government
and the Egyptian Ministry of Education. Franklin was engaged at
the agreement of both parties to be responsible for carrying out
t he translation of textbooks or reference books for universities,
higher technical and vocational training schools and teacher
training institutes in Egypt. (See "Comprehensive Report"). The
project was part of a movement to Arabicize university studies in
the scientific, engineering, and medical faculties, a movement
which, in its turn, was inspired by the union of Egypt and Syria
in the United Arab Republic, and the desire of Egypt to follow
Syria's lead in using Arabic in all its university faculties.as
the medium of instruction. The project, funded by PL 480 funds,
was terminated following the break in diplomatic relations bet-
ween the U.S, and Egypt in 1967, although books already in the
process of being translated or published were carried through
to completion, the last of 138 university and higher institute
level books being published in 1972.
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A "List of. Books Published" gives ;a-brekdown of. the (1972:)
138 completed titles by institutional level and scientific or
academic field. Teacher training and technical/vocational insti-
tutes, except for a few cases, are not defined as university edu-
cation in Egypt; they are classified as post-secondary education
and usually offer training of a more "practical" nature than that
offered by the universities. As can be noted from the list,
science, engineering and agriculture books made up the bulk of
university level translations. (Since I have more information on
these books than on those for the other two levels, I will limit
the remainder of my comments and data to them).

The books initially recommended for translation were
part of a plan of the Higher Science Council, a governmental body
set up in 1956 to plan and coordinate science policy among all
ministries and organizations in Egypt. In its 1960 Annual Report
the Council's Committee for Scientific Publications recommended
the translation of 10 titles of the "American Project" within
its translation program -- which included 14 other translations
and one original work commissioned directly by the Science Council.
The Council stated that "this American series was considered to
provide ample reference works for the fundamental sciences at the
preliminary university level" (the first and second years). Nine
of these original ten titles were eventually translated by Franklin
and published between 1962 and 1969.

As stated in the "Comprehensive Report" (page 2-
Supervision) an official of the Ministry of Education was to under-
take over-all coordination of the project (he is now deceased) and
an Internal Advisory Committee (IAC) was set up to supervise the
translation process. The IAC, in cooperation' with subject special-
ists, made the final choice of titles to be translated from among
suggestions submitted by organizations and individuals. Most
books were suggested by the Science Council, although after 1962
books were also suggested by individual teachers (who often under-
took the translation of the titles they had proposed). No criteria
for the choice of books was made explicit in the section on Proce-
dures in the "Comprehensive Report"; "value" and "validity" of the
books (paragraph 3) and "priority and need" (paragraph 4), as well
as the selection criteria of the IAC (paragraph 5), are not made
clear. I do not know the full composition of the IAC; Mr. Riad
Abaza, then administrative director of Franklin, Dr. Hassan, under-
secretary of State for Higher Education, Dr. Tawfiq Ramzy, a
specialist in administration, and Dr. Saber Salim, a scientist,
were four of the members.

Dr. Salim, the only member of the IAC with whom I have
- spoken, said that Franklin had a representative in New York whose

job was to coordinate the textbook translation project there by
obtaining three copies of each book suggested and sending them to
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Cairo for evaluation by experts and-the IAC, Dr. Salim praised
the organization of the project, especially the lack of red
tape. He said that there was no pressure to accept certain
books over others, and that the IAC, universities, and Ministry
of Education had the freedom to reject any book because of things
in its content they found objectionable. This question of con-
tent applied principally to books in the social siences and huma-
nities. (See also para ..9 under Procedures), Dr. Salim mentioned
that some professors in the universities objected to certain
books being translated because they would have replaced textbooks
or printed lecture notes authored by them, In some cases Franklin
tried to overcome their opposition by hiring them to translate
or revise textbooks in the project, but this did notsucceed according
to Dr. Salim. Now in charge of science education in ALECSO, the.
Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization,
Dr, Salim said that the books chosen for translation were very
comprehensive and up-to-date and were well suited for use in
university teaching.

According to Mrs.. Safwat, the Franklin employee who was
working on the translation project in its last years, the books
were originally to be used as classroom texts diiributed to stu-
dents each year. However, the cost of doing this was great and
translation often took two years or more making it impossible to
meet the Fall, 1961 deadline for implementing their use so that
the books were designated reference works and were placed in
university and school libraries by the Ministry of Education or
sold in smaller quantities by the commercial publishing firms
contracted by Franklin to publish them.

No university teacher with whom I have spoken had ever
used the books personally, or heard of them being used, as class-
room texts. They often cite the high cost of the books for stu-
dents as one reason why they could not be used. For 30 books on
which I have information. prices ranged from 40 to 422 piastres,
with 76% of the books costing over one pound, a high price for
texts in Egypt, The Ministry of Education was to distribute copies
free of charge, although it is not clear to me whether these were
to be for students or for reference only (both Mrs. Safwat and
Dr. Salim said that the books were to be used by students as texts,
but the Science Council statement quoted earlier and the "Compre-
hensive Report" suggest the opposite). If the books were to be
distributed to students the cost problem could have been avoided.
Opposition on the part of professors to the books could have been
one reason they were not: used; there is a lively market in class
note:,, published openly and for profit by teachers of many science
courses Another opposing view was expressed by a professor in an
Al-Ahram article of 31 December 1961 discussing science and univer-
sity policy. He criticized university teachers who "did transla-
tions of books for some organizations which served special interests";
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he continued that the UAR had enough translations projects to
keep translators busy and explicitly criticized the competition
of Franklin-translated books.

In addition to copies printed for the Ministry of
Education the publishers were allowed to print overruns and re-
print additional copies for the commercial market both in Egypt
and abroad; the number of copies was not fixed in advance by
Franklin or the Ministry, Mrs. Safwat reported. I have no infor-
mation concerning the sales of commercial copies, although I have
visited two libraries of the Science Faculty at the University of
Cairo and have seen copies of the Ministry's edition there.
Neit'er of the libraries is open to undergraduates; from 30 to
over 200 translated copies are on the shelves, making up the
bulk of the libraries' Arabic language books, all others being
in English. In the main science library I observed about 100
copies of one text stocked on top of an inaccessable 10-foot
high shelf.

The "Instructions to Translators and Revisers" distri-
buted by Franklin seems to be very brief, though I do not know
how much one can make precise and explicit to an individual under-
taking a translation. However, the fact that all translators and
revisers were subject specialists in a scientific field (and not,
as stated in "Comprehensive Report" (page i, Scope) necessari-
ly people "highly specialized in translation and revision") would
seem to require that more detailed instructions be given. The -

lack of standardized and complete vocabularly lists for scientific
and technical terminology made it necessary for the translators
and revisers to create new Arabic equivalents, which were then
used standardly within each title, though the translation of the
same may have differed from book to book depending on the persons
doing the work. (See also "Instructions", second section). An
Arabic-English glossary-index is included at the end of each book.

Thd creation and unification of scientific terminology
in Arabic and the writing of teaching materials using this termi-
nology has been a long-standing goal of many organizations, e.g.,
the Arabic Language Academy in Cairo, the Arab Science Union,
ALECSO, and the Arab League's Bureau for Coordination of Arabiza-
tion in the Arab States in Rabat. Translators hired by Franklin
could employ the terminological lists of the Cairo Academy, although
they were not bound to do so. An attempt was made to compile a
glossary of all Arabic scientific and technical terms used in the
translations into a single volume which could be used by future
translators, but little was accomplished before 1967. The Rabat
Bureau now has extensive standardized lists covering several scien-
tific fields which could be profitably employed in any future
translations.

103 /..
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Translators were chosen from among university teachers
specialized in the particular field which was the subject Of each
book. They were most often instructor or assistant professor
level, all had studied abroad in either Great Britain or the
United States,, and all had Ph.D.'s. From one to eight persons
translated each book. They were paid at the rate of 3 millemes
per English word translated. (One milleme = 1/10 of a piastre,
or about 3 O at the exchange then prevailing -- 1 Egyptian Pound =
$2.80). This was and is the official government rate for trans-
lation which has remained unchanged for over 20 years.

A reviser, sometimes two, was also chosen by the IAC
to review the translation once it was completed. He was paid one
milleme per word and was usually a full professor, head of a
department, or dean of a faculty. Many of the translators and
reviewers worked on more than one book, and the reviewers often
did translations.

Mrs. Safwat told me that the translators took various
lengths of time to complete, depending hot only on its length
and difficulty, but also on how hard they worked at it and how
much other work they had to do at the same time. She knows of
persons who have knowingly accepted to be translators even though
they could not have given it the time required, and who continual-
ly postponed submitting the manuscript because they were not
finished. I do not know whether any translators were replaced
because of non-compliance with a deadline or poor translations.

An over-all quantitative summary of the program through
the first half of 1970 can be seen in the appended table from
the 1970 Annual Report. It includes data on 124 books out of a
final total of 138. At that time all the technical and vocational
books had been completed (20), only three remained to be finished
in the teacher training category, and eleven in the university
category, eight of these in science or technology. Most science
books are relatively long compared to textbooks usually employed
in Egypt -- 300 pages or more -- while teacher training and tech-
nical/vocational books are shorter. Commercial copies for all
three levels were less than Ministry copies, and copies for the
teacher training level made up over three-fourths of the total
copies printed. The ratio of commercial to Ministry copies is lowest
at the university level, perhaps indicating the greater demand,
or anticipated demand, for these books commercially by students
who normally had access only to texts in English.

An attached table shows the rate at which
books for all levels were published for the years 1966-72. The
2nglish editions from which translations were made were published
at various times; for 18 books on which I have data, the dates of
publication in English range from 1948 to 1962, with most in the
1950's and some being second editions of books first printed as
early as 1937.
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A Comprehensive Report
on the

Translated American Text and Reference Books Project

The Project

In 1960 a tripartite agreement was signed between the
Ministry of Education, the American Embassy in Cairo, and Franklin
Book Programs for the use of the legislation issued by the U.S.A.
Government referred to as PL 480. This law allows the use of part
of the payment received from the selling of foods by America to
other nations, for cultural and educational purposes.

The agreement was to contribute to the translation and
publication of any American school text or reference book recom-
mended by interested bodies in the ARE. These translated books
were to be given gratuitously to the interested bodies.

Franklin Book Programs was nominated by the American
Government to carry out this project in accordance with the require-

7r
ments of the ARE Government through the Ministry of Education.

Scope

From the Arab point of view, the aim of the project was
to make the greatest possible use of the potentialities offered for
rendering into Arabic the best American references. This was done
by Arab people who were highly specialized in translation and revi-
sion.

The circulation of the books was to be on a scale capable
of meeting the needs of professors, teachers, and students in the
various levels and branches of learning, as well as the other educa-
tional and cultural organizations and institutes.

Project's Role

The advent of the project coincided with the state's new
trend of arabicising studies in non-theoretical colleges which,
along with all reference, have so far been done in foreign languages.
The Project was, therefore, considered an effective contribution to
the educational and cultural movement as well as to the conveying
of scientific and intellectual trends into Arabic.

Since the project catered for different quarters and va-
rious branches of knowledge, it has been deemed necessary to esta-
blish a plan to coordinate the requests,of all benefiting parties.
By doing so the services of the project were available to all
quarters on the basis of assigning allocations for each party with-
in the total budget of the project.
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Supervision

To secure efficient and sound execution of the project
especially with regards to the processes of co-ordination, equal
distribution of benefits among the different organizations and the
determination of priorities according to the scientific needs, his
Excellency the Minister of Education had decided to assign to the
Ministry of Education - represented then by Mr. Mohamed el Sayed
Roha - all responsibility for undertaking all processes of communi-
cation that concern the translation,of American scientific and cul-
tural books into Arabic.

A committee was formed of representatives of the three
parties of the agreement, as well as of Arab experts, to supervise
the execution of the project. The committee was named the Internal
Advisory Committee for Translated American Text and Reference Books.
Its duty to was to study, examine and decide on all the necessary
procedures.

Procedures

In preparing the lists of books recommended for translation
and then submitted to the Internal Advisory Committee, the organiza-
tions and institutions concerned adopted the following procedures:

1- To fill in a selection form on which should be stated the subject
or branch of learning, the level, the standard of the students,
the approximate number of recepient students and any other informa-
tion required on this form.

2- The Internal Advisory Committee through Franklin Cairo contacted
The Fra-nklin Office in New York to supply copies of the books
that conform to the specifications stated in the selection forms
along with fact sheets on these and similar books.

3- On receiving the books and their fact sheets the IAC sent them
to the interested institutions and organizations to have them
examined by their experts to report on the value of the books.
For further technical opinion on the validity of the books the
IAC referred them to one or more of the Arab specialists for
evaluation.

4- The different organizations then notifyed the IAC of the titles
that have finally been selected along with the name of one or
two substitutes for each title. The titles had to be arranged
according to priority and need, stating the number of copies
required, in order that the procedures of translation, printing
and distribution may be carried out according to the required
number of copies.
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5- The IAC, after a careful study of the different opinions of
the examiners informed Franklin Cairo of the title finally
selected for translation and publication.

6- The Franklin Office in New York then contacted the American
Publishers to secure the copyrights for translation.

7- On receiving the copyrights, the IAC selected the translators
and revisors.

8- Franklin Cairo then contracted with the chosen translators and
revisors.

9- Once the translation and revision of a book was completed;
Franklin Cairo sent a typed copy of the translated manuscript
to the Ministry of Education for legal examination to make
sure that the book is free of all moral, religious and poli-
tical blemishes or views that did not conform with the mores
and traditions in the ARE. The manuscript was then sent to
the press only when the Ministry of Education approved of its
printing.

10- When a book was published, Franklin Cairo notified the IAC to
determine the number of copies to be given to each interested
party.

7
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FRANKLIN CAIRO'S TEXTBOOK PROGRAM
A Classified List Comprising all Titles Published

from July 1, 1960 to June 4, 1970

1. University Level

SUBJECT No. of Titles No. of Pages
Published

No. of Minis-
try Copies

No. of Comfier
cial Copies

Chemistry 4 2,962 23,400 9,600

Physics 5 4,222 12,350 12,150

Mathematics 3,016 15,500 7,350

Biology 11 9,806 33,000 22,000

Agriculture 6 5,036 32,900 16,000

Geology 2 1,622 5,900 3,000

Engineering 5 4,022 27,000 13,500

The Arts 5 2,424 14,400 9,100

Administration 3 1,592 12,000 6,000

Economics 1 384 3,300 ,1,200

Sociology 2 1,328 3,000 3,000

TOTAL 48 36,414 182,750 102,900

2. Technical and Vocational Training Level

Agriculture 1 704 7,500 5,000

Woodworking 3 1,102 17,000 5,000

Metalworking 6 2,457 45,000 15,000

AutomotiVe 4 2,315 27,500 9,500

Electricity
and Electronics 4 1,662 19,000 9,500

Home Mangement 2 1,166 17,000 5,500

TOTAL )1 20 9,406 133,000 50,500
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3. Teacher Training

SUBJECT No. of Titles No. of Pages
Published

No. of Minis-
try Copies

No. of Comer-
cial Copies

Pedagogy-General 20 3,656 346,000 84,000

Pedagc.gy-Roadkng 3 268 112,800' 12,000

Pedagogy-3oc Stud. 1 8o 15,000 5,000

Pedagogy-Math, atics 2 148 30,000 10,000

Pedosogy-SciencT, 6 2,390 92,000 23,000

Pedagogy-Phys. Ed &
Recreation 6 2,889 60,000 18,000

Pedagogy-Agriculture 1 1,130 1,500 1,tioo

Pedagogy-Exceptional
Children 6 960 178,000 30,000

Teacher-Parent
Relations 3 548 89,000 15,000

Principal-Staff
Relations 8 2,300 232,000 34,000

TOTAL 56 14,369 1,156,800 232,000

University Level 36,414 182,750 102,900

Technical & Vocational
Training Level 20 9,466 133,000 50,500

Teacher Training 56 14,369 1,156,800 232,000

TOTAL 124 60,189 1,472,550 385,400
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APPENDIX 2

Textbooks Published in Franklin Program, 1966-72

University, Technical/Vocational, and Teacher Training Levels

Fiscal Year ,No. Editions No. Copiers

1966

1967

'2911) 65,500

151,305
1968 5 (1) 18,000

1969 10 (1 ) 46,000

1970 5 (2) 13,50o

1971 11 (2) 32,000.:

1972 3 (2) 6,000+

Note: The cumulative total through fiscal year 1966 was 121 editions

and 2,132,100 copies, including both first editons and reprints.

(1) Includes first editions and reprints.

(2) First editions only.
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A bibliographic review of language and .lin ui'stics articles
i-n Arabic;eriodicals

Writings on language and linguistics in Egypt have

covered a number of topics during the last forty years. On

any single topic -..diglots4,' for example there have 'been

opinions ranging from the near-complete adoption of the collo-

quial language for all uses, to the refusal to recognize the

existence of colloquial Arabic as a language. In order to get

an idea of the range of topics written about, as well as the

range of positions taken on language-related topics, a review

of periodical literature has been undertaken, samplxilg selected

magazines. Since some issues, e.g. the reform of the writing

system or the Arabization of education, we':e relatively more

directly discussed during certain periods and in certain jour-

nals, the sample has been deliberately chosen so as to yield a

maximum,number of articles on language topics. Because of this

bias in coverage the review will not aim at onumerating articles

with the purpose of drawing conclusions about the relative(im-

portance or visibility of certain topics at certain times or of

individual's or group's positions on these topics; rather, the

range of subjects and positions presented by writers is the

principal aim.

Although our major interest is the articles written in

the period since 1957 and by persons whom we can define as

"Modern Linguists", we have also chosen to include the 1938-42
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period in order to provide more historical perspective on lan-

guage and linguistics discussion in Egypt, particularly regard-

ing the Arabic language. Periodicals in the pre-1952 era are

known to have been more independent in opinion as well as more

specialized.

Time-periods and periodicals to be covered have been

selected on the basis of 1) Garrison's previous reviews of

periodical literature and 2) reference to journals and/or articles

in publications on language, which helped identify certain

periodicals as containing many articles on language and certain

time-periods as those of greater language-related activity.

Intuitively it is assumed that periodicals published by certain

groups or directed to certain audiences .woUld!contain articles

representative of their points of view. Therefore, some maga-

zines were chosen even though they were not 'proven' sources

of language articles.

The types of articles to be noted are those which by

their titles indicate that they contain research or comments

on some aspect of language, Arabic or non-Arabic. The form,

history, use, teaching, and analysis of language by specialists

or laymen and reports or comments on the language work of indi-

viduals or organizations are all subjects within the scope of

this review. An article will be recorded even if the language

relatedness of its contents are in doubt; a later examination

1.2
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can verify the exact subject.

Articles already collected from other periodicals

covering other periods will be included in the sample. Some

books may also be included sample, e.g. The Future of

Culture in Egypt, by Taha Hussein, and Tarikh Al-Dafwa ilia

al-Amiya wa Atharuha fi Misr (History of the Call for the Use

of Colloquial Arabic and its Effect in Egypt) by Nafissa Said.

The Journal of the Arabic Language Academy will be given sepa-

rate treatment in a short review essay on the contents of the

last five issues (Numbers 28-32.)

Initially, only a single recording of the basic biblio-

graphic information for each article was undertaken by a Research

Assistant. We are indebted to Miss Monique Gabriel Shaker for

this work. A second step was the classification of titles

according to subject. The ultimate purpose of this operation

was to identify a sub-sample of articles on topics which we wish

to abstract and/or analyze in order to extract the major arguments

presented.

(Tentatively, this sub-sample will consist of articles

on scientific terminology in Arabic, the Arabization of the

medium of instruction in science education, diglossia in Arabic,

and the actions of linguistic or governmental organizations in

which language or language use is the object of treatment.)
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First stage-recording of bibliographic information

As noted above, certain years and periodicals have been

chosen as sources because of the hypothesized greater frequency

of language-linguistic articles. These years and sources are

defined below and a short description given of each periodical;

dates are inclusive.

1938-42:

1. Al-Risala: a biweekly literary and literary criti-

cism journal founded in 1939 by Ahmed Hassah al-Zayyat (elected

to the Academy in 1949); also includes news items of interest

concerning language. Reviewed: 1938-42.

2. Al-Mugtataf: 10 issues/year; a current affairs journal

which also popularized science subjects; founded in 1876 by

Yacoub Sarruf and Dr. Faris Nimr (original Academy member, 1933)

who called for language reform and made positive efforts to

publish scientific terminology. Reviewed: 1938-52.

3. Majallat p1-Tarbiyya al-Haditha (The Journal of Modern

Education): quarterly since 1927; published by the American Univer-

sity in Cairo; articles in Arabic and English. Reviewed: 1938-

74 (missing Dec, 1939).
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4. Risalat al -Ilm (The Message of Science): quarterly

since 1934; founded and edited by Dr. Abd al-Halim MontasSir, a

botanist, Academy member since 1958, Secretary-General of the

Arab Science Union; published by the Association of Graduates

of Faculties of Science; each issue usually contains an article

on Arabic and Science written by Dr. Montassir, an active propo-

nent of the Arabization of science education; distributed free

to members and interested parties; although probably not repre-

sentative of the views of Egyptian scientists in general it is

the only scientific magazine in'Egypt which is entirely in

Arabic and which regularly includes articles on language.

Reviewed: 1938-42 and 1956-73.

5. Al-Thaqafa: weekly, since 1939; published by the

Committee for Authorship, Translation, and Publishing, Ahmed

Amin, Chairman; not published 195 -62; re-issued under the same

name, published by the Ministry of Culture, editor Maud Farid Abou

Hadid (Academy member) 1963 to present; culture, arts, sciences.

Reviewed: 1939-41 and 1963-65.

6. Majallat al-Azhar Reviewed: 1938-74 (missing nos.

7,8,9,10 of vol.33; nos. 5,6,7,9,10 of vol. 40; all of vols. 41

and'42; nos. 2,4,5,6,7,8 of vol. 43; nos. 2,4,6,7,8,10 of vol. 44;

nos. 1,2,3,5,6,8,9,10 of vol. 45; nos. 1,5,6,10 of vol. 46.)

1956-62:

The union of Egypt and Syria during this period and subse-

quent calls for Arabization of education proyoked much discussion
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and many projects during this period; for example the Higher

Science Council textbook translation program, the Franklin books

translation program, and the partial Arabization of university

science education. The Arabic Academy held a long series of

discussions on the writing system and solicited suggestions from

interested parties. Periodicals surveyed from this period will

include those from the previous period which are still published

as well as two new ones:

1. Al-Majallah: monthly since 1957; founded and edited

by Dr. Mmd Awad Muhammad (Academy member); current affairs,

literature, culture. Reviewed: 1957-74 (missingrNov., Dec.,

1971 and Jan. Feb., of 1972-74)

2. Al-Katib: monthly since 1961; a literary and critical

journal of good quality. Reviewed: 1961-74- (missing Dec., 1973,

Jan., Feb., Aug., Oct., Nov., and Dec., 1974)

3. Maallat Kulliyat al-Adab. (Cairo University Faculty

of Arts Bulletin): published yearly since 1933; contains articles

by teaching staff at the_Faculty. Reviewed: 1956-67.

4. Sahifat al-Tarbiyyah: quarterly since 1948; published

by the Association of Teacher Graduates in Egypt. Reviewed: 1955-

73.

1968-74:

This period was chosen in order to get a sample of the

latest articles on language, not because there were any known

language-related activities or discussions during this time.

The periodicals reviewed are the same as for the 1956-

62 period.
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Second Stage: classifying articles according to subject

Articles are categorized on the basis of their titles.

The bibliographic assistant noted sub-titles, other descriptive

headings, and the presence of an abstract or summary which

aided us in this operation. A list of categories has been drawn

up. The categories are:

I. Arabic Sociolinguistic Studies

a) Arabic in society

b) Arabic and nationalism, Arab unity, Arabism

c) Arabic and science

d) Arabic in non-Arab countries

e) Diglossia- the classical-colloquial conflict

f) Colloquial Arabic

g) Arabic dialects

h) Specialized dictionaries and lexicons

i) The Arabic Language Academy

II. Modern Linguistics and Arabic Language Studies

a) Specialized dictionaries and lexicons

b) Arabic dictionaries and encyclopedias - Methodology

c) Billinguial dictionaries (review of)

d) Foreign language influence in Arabic

e) Reform of Arabic grammar

f) Arabic writing system and reform of writing

g) Reviews of 'modern' books on Arabic grammar;

Modern writers on the Arabic language

1 1 7'
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h) Linguistic studies in general

i) General articles on Arabic grammar, morphology, syntax

j) Development of Arabic as a language

k) Studies on foreign and Semitic languages

1) Phonetics

The Teaching of Arabic and Other Languages

a) Teaching of Arabic in Egyptian schools

b) Teaching of language (unspecified as to language)

c) Teaching of foreign languages (in Egypt)

d) Arabization of instruction

e) Education in general - history, philosophy, sociology

f) Study of Arabic and Oriental studies outside the

Arab world

g) Translation

IV. Traditional Arabic Language Studies

a) Difficulties/Mistakes/Corrections in Arabic

b) Analysis of a particular construction in Arabic

c) Analysis of a particular word or phrase in Arabic

d) History of grammar; ancient grammarians and their

works

e) Comments on ancient Arabic dictionaries

f) Arabic Rhetoric

V. The Arabic Language, the Qur'an and Islam; and Arabic
Literature

a) Arabic and the Qur'an

b) Arabic, Islam, and MuSlims

11,8, /
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c) Translation of the Qur'an

d) Arabic literature in general

e) Comments on literary works

f) Comments on Arabic poetry

g) Comments on the work: el-imta wal mu'aanasa

(subject of book unknown)

h) Bibliographies of periodical publications

There are fortyone categories, grouped under five main

headings - Arabic Sociolinguistic Studies; Modern Linguistics and

Arabic Language Studies; the Teaching of Arabic and Other Langua-

ges; Traditional Arabic Language Studies; and the Arab Language,

the Qur'an and Xslam, and Arabic Literature.

Many topics overlap, of course, and the actual subject of

many articles is unclear from the title. Our inclusion of articles

under the heading "Modern Linguistics and Arabic Language Studies"

was a great deal intuitive - based on the titles which we did not

include in the traditional language category and on the names of

authors who wrote during the past fifty years.

Observations on distribution of articles by categom

Articles in modern linguistics, as defined in Europe and

the Western hemisphere are few, mostly under the categories "Lin-

guistics studies in general" and "Phonetics". Some of the persons

who have taken degrees in linguistics have written articles that

are in our sample. We have not made a systematic search for their

articles; the ones we have found are listed below:
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Partial List of Articles in the Sam le Written by Linguists

(all articles are in Arabic unless otherwise noted)

1. Fatima Abd al-Hamid al-Zurqani (MA, Brown, 1965)

A Contrastive Study of Egyptian Cairene Arabic and English

Verb Phrases. The Journal of Modern Education, Jan 1966,

39 (3) pp. 205-16

2. Muhammed Ghali, The Grammarian Linguists: Sapir and Bloomfield,

(in English), Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Cairo

University, May-Dec 1966, 221(28), pp. 81-114

3. Salah al-Araby, Language Laboratories, Sahifat al-Tarbiya,

March 1964, 16 (3), pp. 56-63

-- The Role of Modern Technology in Teaching Foreign Languages,'

Sahifat al-Tarbiya, Jan 1973, 25(2), pp.32-44

-- The Use of Audio-Visual Aids in Training Teachers, Sahifat

al-Tarbiya, Jan 1974,26 (1), pp. 50-6

4. Hanna Morcos Hanna, English Language Examinations in the light

of the Oral-Aural Method, Sahifat al-Tarbiya, May 1968,

20 (4). pp. 24-31

-- An Analytic Study of the Teaching of the English Language,

Sahifat al-Tarbiya, Jan 1967, 19 (2), pp. 32-9

-- The Preparation of English Language Teachers fc.r the Preparatory

Level, Sahifat al-Tarbiya, May 1967, 19 (4), pp. 40-9

-- The Role of the Arabic Language in Teaching English at the

Preparatory Level, Sahifat al-Tarbiya, Nov 1967, 20(1), pp.

74-9 (resume in English, pp. 91-2)
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Academy Members' Articles

Many of the articles were written by members of the

Arabic Language Academy, and the editors of five of the period-

icals were at the same time members of the Academy. Although

most of these authors were not linguists they did share a concern

for the role of Arabic in society and its future development and

most of their articles are about Arabic language issues in this

century - education, colloquial Arabic, Arabic in 4ociety, efforts

and hopes for the development of Arabic, and so forth. Relatively

fewer Academy members wrote articles on traditional language sub-

jects - ancient grammatical texts, literature, poetry, the Qur'an -

although there are, of course, numerous articles in the sample on

these topics. Even though their treatment of language issues may

not follow what could be called modern linguistics, the fact that

Academy members with diverse backgrounds are writing about Arabic

in contemporary times is an encouraging sign, to us, that the

Academy is not turned toward the past but that it is in touch with

current realities.

The Third Stage: analysis of two categories of articles

The third stage of the review is the analysis of a group

of articles in order to determine their definition of issues or

problems concerning Arabic, solutions or action advocated, and the

influence of modern linguistics on their analyses. Two topics

were chosen: Arabic and nationalism, and Diglossia. Not all the

articles in each category were reviewed, either because the jour-

nals were not easily available or because of a -lack of time; there
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were nineteen articles read in the first category and nine in the

second. Each topic will be treated separately below. Articles

will be referred to by numbers written on the cards in the biblio-

graphical card file and by abbreviated titles or the authorS'

names. The card file, incidentally, is located in BOrn Jernudd's

office in Cairo.

The Arabic Language and Nationalism, Unity and Arabism

Eight of the articles in this category form a series of

discussions between Dr. Taha Hussein and Sati al-Husry on Arabism

and Islamic unity. Also included are several letters from third

parties commenting on the discussion (articles 8-15). Language is

not a central point of the articles, although its importance for

Arab unity is stated by l-Husry, who wants Arab unity (#8).

Dr. Hussein, on the other hand, believes that Arab unity would

not be beneficial to Egypt, and prefers what he calls 'cultural

unity' which Egypt, as the best endowed country in the area, can

help create (#9). (The remaining articles in this discussion

sequence concern the difference between Arab and Islamic unity and

the preference for one or the other. No mention of the role of

language is made in these articles.)

Two of the other articles are also in the form of a dis-

cussion (#6 and #7)'on Arabism. The first is a reply to an article

not in the sample by Zaki Mubarak, entitled "On the road to Arab

Unity". This reply, by al-Fatih al-Nur, stresses that the Sudanese
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are part of Arab unity because they are part of the Arab race.

He says that race and language, not only language, are elements

of Arabism. Mubarak in his answer again stresses the unifying

role of language - his article is entitled "Arabism is Language,
a

not Race".

The other nine articles in this category are all single

articles with various emphases; we will review them briefly, one

by one.

Dr. Kamal Bishr writes a very philosophical article on

language as the basis of nationality (#1) in which he concentra-

tes mainly on nationalism in Europe and in the writings of Herder,

Fichte, and Arndt. He views language as the primary tool that

preserves each society's personality and power and unites its

goals and needs. The point of the article for Egypt is in his

warning that t!le replacing of the national language by a foreign

one means a destroying of customs and personality. Foreign lan-

guages should only be learned for instrumental purposes. The

article was written in 1960, and probably influenced by the Arab

unity discussion and calls for the Arabization prevalent at the

time.

Article #2, by the late Mahmoud Sa'ran, is more about

linguistic than Arab unity and should really be reclassified in-

to the diglossia category. It treats by turn each of the factors

which contribute to differences in classical Arabic among Arab

countries - other langua ge influence, imperialism, colloquial
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influbnce, adoption of different classical synonyms. He calls for

further research and the establishment of committees to plan lan-

guage unity. He promises no magic transformation of Arab society

as a result of language unity, but rather seems to want unity for

instrumental reasons. We have been told that he was a linguist

in Egypt,,but have not confirmed this.

The article by Zohra (#3) is a fanatic defense of the clas-

sical language as the only language which has not changed in its

essence and which has still been able to develop and grow. He

attributes this to God's will, that Arabic be an eternal language,

and to the timelessness of the Qur'an. All those persons who want

to use colloquial Arabic are enemies of Islam.

Hatata's article (#5) on Arab and language unity (1941)

calls for the unity of language in order to realize political

unity. The number of dialects prevents unity and the solution is

the unification of language In school books and the strengthening

of classical Arabic.

An article on origins of the Egyptian people (#16) seems

to try to make a case for similarities between the languages

spoken in ancient Egypt, and Arabic.

The next article (#17) is a general one on the elements of

unity and diversity in classiiml and colloquial varieties of Arabic.

National and language unity are mutually beneficial and desirable

! 4
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and dialect unity can be accomplished by education, communications,

economic cooperation.

The article "Arab Unity between Expansion and Ebb" (#18)

is the second part of an article treating the elements of Arab

unity. This part treats langutge in particular - the key to unity

is language unity, Arabic has not succumbed as Latin did but has

grown; the difference between the dialects is narrowing year by

year as is the difference between classical and colloquial. An

undistinguished article.

Article #19 is a review of a book which treats literary

battles in poetry, prose, culture, language and nationalism. It

is only a listing of the contents of other books by the same author

The final article in this category is a review of writings

of Sati al-Husry on Arab unity. He does not mention language.

In general, the articles in the category "Arabic and

Nationalism" offer personal opinions, without much reference to

writings of others or to linguistics. The first two, by Kamal

Bishr on language as the basis of nationality and Mahmoud Satran

on linguistic unity are the best organized and least opinionated,

and thus come nearest to what could be called scientific or aca-

demic analyses, although they, too, make no reference to linguist-

ics.
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Diglossia. The Classical-Colloquial Conflict in Arabic

All but two of the nine articles reviewed on diglossia

were written in 1961, 1962 or 1963, and all nine appeared in

either' al-Katib or al-Majallah and are thus oriented toward the

use of language in literature and drama. There are ten other

articles in this category which were not read, and they, with two

exceptions, are in literary magazines. The treatment of diglossia

in the articles in this category is not at all from a professional

linguist's point of view. 'Of course, this does not rule out there

being such a treatment in another article whose title caused us

to place it in another category. Of the eight authors, we can

only identify one, Aziz Abaza, with certainty. He was a poet and

member of the Language Academy until his death in 1973. Two of

the others, Dr. Mahmoud Mandour and inussef al-Sharuni, we believe

are also writers.

The first article, by Zaki Mustapha, is a half page opi-

nion on the beauty of classical Arabic (CL) and its preferability

to colloquial Arabic (CO) as a literary language because of its

divine origin in the Qur'an.

The second article, by Mandour on CL and CO in the theater,

is a pro-CO article on the use of CO in writing plays. He says that

CO does not threaten nationalism or religion when used in popular

literature, and that the contention that CL must be used in plays

to allow understanding is disproven by the success of plays written
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in CO. There are defined areas of expression of -CL and CO-CL in

science and philosophy and CO in daily life and emotions. Collo-

quial Arabic is no less capable than classical of expression of

precise meanings and feelings. Both CO and CL should have their

separate roles in society.

The third article is an answer to Mandour and the author

says that all expressions in CO have equivalents in CL. Rather

than claiming that CL is lacking in some respects, we should work

toward refining it and filling out its cultural capital by finding

living phrases near to the everyday language. This is clearly a

"wishful" article rather than one which reflects a knowledge of

things as they are.

Article #4, like the second, advocates the use of CO as

the means to bring thought and literature to the people. It is

very short and doesn't give any strategy for doing this.

The fifth article is a review of an article by Youssef

al-Sharuni on "The Language of Conversation and Suggested Solutions,"

which is itself a review of the solutions proposed by five men for

resolving the CL-CO problem. Only one page, it does little more

than state that there is a problem in the difference between CL

and CO vocabulary, pronunciation, and constructions, and advocates

that a rapprochement between the two should take place on the basis

of a) socialist policy (?), b) facilitation of Arabic grammar and

writing, and c) eradication of illiteracy. Hardly an enlightening
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review, although perhaps the full original article is more informa-

tive; it was published in the June 1963 issue of al-Adab (Beirut).

Article #6 is by Aziz Abaza and is philosophical in nature,

being his application of the viewpoint expressed by Gilbert Ryle

in Use, Usage and Meaning to the CL-CO situation. He says that

language is from speech and is composed of the spoken word and the

rules for putting these words together. The choice of wordS and

the type of sentence constructed are left to the individual.

A short resume of opinions given at a seminar on CL and

CO at a literary club is the subject of the seventh article on

diglossia. There is a consensus that authors have the right to

use colloquial words in some types of literary expression. Rushdi

Salah, the author of this article, recognizes that CL and CO have

different funCtions and can coexist. An editor of the Language

Academy is reported to say that the call for the cleansing of the

language by some organizations does not mean a hardening of Arabic

but rather an encouragement of a refined style. The whole article

seems to be playing with words; no concepts are adequately or

precisely identified and ddfined; each person uses his own defini-

tions.

The eighth article is on the use of language in literary

and translation movements. It is copiously footnoted with quotes

from literature. The conclusion of the writer is that the CL-CO

problem is basically a social one that can be solved by the elimi-
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nation of illiteracy in the Arab world.

The final article is another review, this time of. a book

on Arabic and its dialects by a former teacher at Dar al-Ulum.

A linguist, he recognizes that all languages are systems of sounds

and expressions based on habit and that CO is also a system, no

less complicated than CL. His name is Abd al-Rahman Ayoub. (A

Sudanese, Jernudd says).

Although the above articles on the claSsical-colloquial

conflict are not scientific studies from a linguistic point of

view, we should not dismiss them all as naive observations. These

men are describing the situation as they see it, and their opinions

reflect what we know of others' comments on the subject. As we

said several weeks ago, one may have some doubt that the concept

of the "high" language in the diglossia theory is as artificial

or as limited in function as the theory states, especially since

students do learn and use it. Therefore, the defense of classical

Arabic as a living or modern language may not be so fanatic or un-

realistic as many Westerners believe. Probably neither side,

Western linguists or Arab linguists and writers, is completely

right and as we said, there is a clear need for down-to-earth

empirical research and measurement of actual language use and

teaching in the Arab world. Myths on both sides need to be des-

troyed by irrefutable evidence.
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LINGUISTICS TEACHING IN
EGYPT

We attempted to gather information on the teaching of Linguist-

ics in Egypt during the spring 1975. Our detailed findings -- however

sketchy -- are available in the Cairo Field Office of the Ford Foundation.

We concentrated on "modern linguistics", i.e. contemporary international

linguistics. A survey of linguistics in Egypt will not be complete wi-

thout thorough attention to the study of Arabic. Since we intend to

continue our fact-finding on Arabic during the coming year, we will li-

mit ourselves here to an overview of findings so far.

Courses

A student cannot specialize in linguistics other than within

Departments of English, or Arabic, or within the framework of a language

teaching degree'''. Graduate programs that permit emphasis on linguistics

by course-work are, to our knowledge, available at the foilowing schools

(no particular order):

Department of English, Faculty of Arts, Ain Shams University

Department of English, Faculty of Arts,University of Menya

Faculty of Education, University at Assiut

Dar al-gUlUm

Institute of Languages and Translation, al-Azhar University

Department of English, Cairo University

Department of English, Faculty of Education, Ain Shams University

English Language Institute and the Arabic Department, American

University

These schools issue diplomas in language teaching (e.g. Assiut

offers a Teaching English as a Foreign Language diploma since 1974),

master's degrees in a language (e.g. in English) or master's degrees in

the TEFL (notably AUC) and TA(rabic)FL (also AUC). Courses are not
130
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available for doctoral studies, although the degree can be awarded

after submitting a thesis. (At least the Faculty of Education at Ain

Shams and Dar al-cUlam have awarded PhDs on linguistics topics.)

Undergraduate programs with courses on linguistics topics are

available at the above schools and also at the

Higher School of Languages (affiliated to Ain Shams) and

Department of Phonetics, Alexandria University

and we believe also incipiently at the Universities in the Delta, as a

part of their English programs, by virtue of their staffing by qualified

professional linguists, albeit on a part-time basis.

The Department of Phonetics at Alexandria University holds

particular promise, having beenicreated only this year, as it has sche-

duled a four year curriculum on phonetic and general linguistic topics

to be taught in Arabic and with an emphasis on research in Arabic. Uni-

quely Arabic-medium instruction in modern linguistics and with emphasis

on Arabic is otherwise found only at Dar al-cUlam.

Most courses are phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax

courses, in accumulative sequence. At Cairo University and at AUC there

is also available a psycholinguistics course and at AtC a sociolinguistics

course (as regular part of the TEFL MA program). (Incidentallly, at AUC,

the Anthropology Department offers an introductory Linguistics course,

and a Language in Culture course.) At Dar al-cUlain the only general

linguistics seminar in Egypt is scheduled, it appears. At that school

there P. re also courses on semantics, and "modern linguistics and Arabic

linguistic thought".

131 Our impression from inte4viewing professional linguists teaching

in English Departments is that the task of implanting English proficiency

1.n the student under overwhelming odds of overcroweded classrooms or
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insufficient student knowledge of English severely hinders the teaching

of general linguistic theory and method.

As a matter of fact, our distinct impression is that linguist-

ics is seen as an aid to English language teaching and not as an inde-

pendent field of study applicable to any language at most universities

in Egypt. With few exceptions most linguistics obtained their advanced

degrees aborad and returned to teach English. Because students in English

Departments of universities barely know the language when they enter,

courses taught by professional linguists concentrate on basic skills

such as pronunciation and English grammar.

Yet, linguists may be gaining a certain independence parti-

cularly at the IOLT of al-Azhar, and at Cairo University (and there-

fore also at the closely related MA program atAin Shams). Dar al-

cUlflm and the Phonetics Department at Alexandria University have the

advantage of being Arabic-medium, and the latter as well as the

American University do not suffer from the same pressure of circum-

stance.

The Middle East Institute of Linguistics met during the

summers for its first three sessions on the campus of Cairo Univer-

sity (1973, 1974 and 1975) with an entirely general and applied

linguistics curriculum. While it moves outqide Egypt for the next

few years, plans are already being made for summer workshops in

general linguistics, phonetics and applied linguistics topics in

Egypt.

Textbooks

There are no up-to-date general linguistics texts avail-

able in Arabic, to our knowledge,. There are a few modern linguistics

texts on Arabic topics in Arabic (notably by Dar al-cUliim staff --
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Drs Sacid al-Badawy, cAbd al-SabUr Shaheen and Kamal Bishr) but most

of the textbook production appears to have been devoted to aiding

the student in learning and understanding English and English struc-

ture. This production -- of.printed texts and lecture notes -- is

most impressive. We will, however, not discuss it here. There are

some introductory general linguistics texts written by Egyptian

professional linguists in English, and a most recent example is Dr.

Mohsen Abou Seida's A University Course in Modern Linguistics (1973,

al-Azhar). Books by (no order) Gleason, Fries, Lester, Ullman (in

Kamal Bishr's transalation into Arabic), Lyons, Potter, Slobin,

Stageberg, Palmer, Langacker, Bolinger, Robins, and Hymes are some

English language textbooks that we came across commcnly or prominent-

ly in our search, This includes the texts used at the American

University, where readings are set that are comparable to current

US TEFL practice. The American University library also has a very

decent reference collection. Egypt's foreign currency situation,

high prices of imported books, and very poor supply of professional

literature in general, conspire to make the use of foreign-printed

linguistics texts difficult. The American University meets this

difficulty by supplying textbooks ordered in advance by teachers

through its own bookshop.

The Middle East Institute of Linguistics, and the British

Council, have together helped to improve the library supply of linguis-

tics books somewhat. Very few international linguistics and phonetics

journals are available in full sets or regular subscriptions anywhere

in Cairo. The best-supplied library is again to be found at the

American University, but at e,g. Cairo University no foreign lin-

guistics journals are reportedly currently received. The British
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Council fortunately maintains subscriptions to Language and Speech

and the Journal of Linguistics. To create a congenial student environ-

ment, this sadly wanting situation clearly must be corrected. (For

journals in Arabic, see the other papers in this volume.)

Teachers

We are ourselves acquainted with about twenty Egyptians

active as teachers at the above-mentioned schools who have PhDs in

modern linguistics or phonetics from good foreign universities in

Europe and America. Their training dates from the 50ies to the most

recent years. We are directly aware of at least half a dozen students,

with jobs waiting for them on return, now abroad to obtain PhDs in

modern linguistics, so rejuvenation is assured. All the above-mentioned

schools have highly qualified staff among their cadres. In addition,

foreign linguistics specialists are teaching at the American Univer-

sity and applied linguistics specialists (although concerned with

English) have been seconded by the British Council to Egypt.

The Dar al-cUlUm faculty also hold foreign PhDs.

Despite the fact that so many of the professional linguists

teach English (and English linguistics), their PhD theses predominant-

ly dealt with Arabic (mostly spoken Arabic). Many of these theses

have been published abroad for an international audience in English.

Except for the staff at the American University, salaries are

low and workloads very high. Teachers of linguistics hold jobs at

many schools to make ends meet, and appear often to teach language

courses, to supplement their income. This leaves very little time

for professional voluntary activities or research. Conditions of
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appointment and considerations of job/social security make job-moves

difficult, other than by temporary secondment (which can last many

years, however). Travel grants for refresher study etc. are very

scarce (again with the exception of the American University) and

incomes do not allow self-financing of foreign travel of any duration

or distance.

Some Personnel Problems

Most of the linguists who returned before the ?flies to whom

we have spoken so far are as a matter of fact more interested in lan-

guage teaching (and literature) -- especially English language teaching

-- than in linguistics. Phonetics and grammar are what they seem to

have retained and cultivated from their general linguistics studies

for application to English. Given the fact that many of these linguists

expected to study English stylistics when chosen to go abroad for

doctoral studies (and that they had a literature background) --

according to our interviews -- and the type of system and employ-

ment opportunities waiting for them when they returned, plus all

the problems of too few books, too many students, too big a work load,

etc., we are not surprised that they do not turn out to be engaged

in general linguistic study in the international (or western) sense.

As we have seen, students and teachers are really almost all (with

the exceptions noted, e.g. Dar al-cUlUm) in Departments of English

and engaged and often genuinely interested in language learning and

teaching (more than in linguistics, if we may be so persnickety as

to judge). As a consequence of being associated with English De-

partments, they are cut off -- willingly or unwillingly -- from re-

search opportunities in Arabic, which in our opinion provides the

most fertile ground for research on linguistic topics in Egypt. Of
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course, lack of attention paid to research in Arabic is only part of

a more general lack of opportunity to conduct research, perhaps lack

of interest in some cases, probably due to the limited time avail-

able and the little encouragement they get from the educational

environment here to carry out research, i.e. they don't have to

"publish or perish" and, being in English teaching, they can continue

"borrowing" or "adapting" what is produced abroad for use in teach-

ing here. The more English is in demand, the more difficult it

will be both for the individual and for the school to forego the

teacher's (=professional linguist's) input into .English in order

for him to pursue "esoteric" linguistics teaching and research.

For the individual, that would mean endangering his further career

in terms of jobs and money in Egypt, and for the school it would be

. uneconomic not to deploy him where he is seen as being needed most.

Extracurricular Events

Organized and regularly scheduled professional, voluntary

activities for lingists and students are few. There is no Egyptian

linguistics society or Middle Eastern regional professional organi-

zatioa. There is, however, a Cairo circle which meets regularly under

the name of the Linguistics Discussion Group on the American Univer-

sity campus during the academic year. The usual format is a lecture

by a local or guest linguist with some discussion to follow. (Also

at the American University there is a more closed TEFL discussion

group.) The guest speakers have during recent years mostly been

drawn from the official guests to the English Language Institute

at the American University.
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SOME USEFUL, BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON LANGUAGE IN EGYPT

(especially since the Revolution)

Chejne, Anwar. The Arabic Language.
Its Role in History. University
of Minnesota Press 1969

Harrell, Richard S. "A Linguistic Analysis
of Egyptian Radio Arabic", in Charles
A., Ferguson, editor, Contributions to
Arabic Lungistics, Harvard University
Press 1964

Hussein, Taha. The Future of Culture in
Egypt. English translation by Sidney
Glarer 1952

Stetkevych, Jaroslay. The Modern Arabic
Literary Language: Lexical and
Stylistic Developments, Chicago
1970

al-Toma, Salah. "Arabic Language Education
and the Role of the Academies", in
Current Trends in Linguis tics, Thomas
Sebeok, editor, Vol. 6: Linguistics in
South West Asia and North Africa, 1970
(also in Advances in Language Planning,
Joshua Fishman, editor, Mouton 1974)

Vincent, Monteil. L'Arabe Moderne. Etudes
Arabes et Islamiques; Etudes et
Documents III. Klincksieck Paris
1960
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